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Uive the Farm a Name.
(W. L. Neleon, Missouri, tu Hoard's Dairyman.)
Every farm should have a name.
Thousands of farms bave name*. In a
dozen or more states of the Union
the legislatures have, during tl~e last
few years, enacted farm name registration laws. The tirst such act ever written into the statutes of any state was in
Missouri, in 1907, when Joseph W. Polk,
State Denow chief counsellor for the
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same county, except by prefixing or
adding designating words thereto."
From this it should not be understood
that the idea of naming country homes
is new.
Rather, it is very old. Almost
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brief, the full text being as

of his farm duly recorded in a register which the county clerk shall keep
for said purpose, and shall be furnished a certificate, issued under seal, and
setting forth the name and location of
the farm and the name of the owner:
Provided, that when any name shall
have been recorded as the name of any
farm, such name shall not be recorded
other farm in the
as the name of any
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On the British Isles, and especially in
England and Scotland, are many farm
al
names that have been handed down
most as patronymics.
There, for instance, the studant of Shorthorn history
finds such names as Kirklevington, Warlaoy and Sittyton, unmet synonymous
Cruickshank.
with Booth, Bates and
Even in America there are farm names
that are old. Who would think of referring to Mt. Vernon as the "old
(ieorge Washington farm," and who is
there that does not know of The Hermitage or of Monticello?
As the practice of naming farms be
came more common in this country, and
with the back-to-the-land movement participated in by city folk who had come
to appreciate the convenience of some
easy and accurate method of designatof
ing places, there was felt the need
such legislation as that in which Missouri led.
Of course there wan that natural
copyright which existed by reason of
priority of claim and use, but this has
Some were
not always beeo respected.
not mindful of the rights of others.
Furthermore, there was no way that the
best intentioned and the most careful
might know that the name selected for
his own farm had not been previously
chosen by another in the same county.
Why name the farm? In other words,
and to put it in familiar American parlance, what good will it do? We might
answer this questiou by asking another:
Since we name our horses and our hogs,
why not our homes? Our homes, and
especially our farm homes, which seem
almost as sacred spots, screened from a
sometimes all-too-curious world, become
to us more than merely so many acres
They seem almost a part of ourselves,
especially if we or our fathers have lived
long upon the same spot. Or it may be
that a youug couple is establishiug a
As they plant, and plan and
new home.
pay, unconsciously but surely working
into the- place their own personalties,
it is natural anil it is well that they
should come to want to give it a name in
order that it may mean still more to
them, and, as the years go by, to theirs,
There are many reasons, sentimental
and utilitarian, why the farm should
have a name. The farm name promotes
pride, appeals to sentiment, lends dignia
ty, fosters individuality, Is valuable as
and is a real
means of identification,
business asset.
If mnr fitrm in

nam»d. it is easv tO
make others understand where you live
and also easy for stranger· to be directed
to your place.
Everyone wbo ha" tra>
«led much in the country knows how
hard it is to get detini-e direction· as to
how to reach any Riven farm
How uiuch easier, instead of diirectiink
the traveler to turn at "Bill Ju0«e
place," then continue on the road until
'he "old Smith farm" is reached, to be
able to say to him that he should take a
certain road to P.ue Grove Place, where
he turns to th* right and continues until
be arrives at Kicblaude. Sounds better,
too, doeen't it'.'
The farm name individualizes and dee

bo<ue^

iuoalee. In a certain community lived
three head· of families by the name of
as
William Stephens. One was
and
"Plaster Billy," one as "Soda Bill,
there
the third as "Prairie Will." Still
was trouble for the postmaster—yes, and
for the nubile.
F.naily. one day,
"Prairie Will" named his farm and although that was long before a farm
nam, re^trat.on law had «'« been
at
written, the name "Clover Leaf
incidentally
favor and
found
once
did away with much confusion. To<ia>
th* name seems as much a part of t
farm as are the fences. Mail directed
to Clover Leaf is delivered without delay and the local papers, wbeu referring
make frequent
to guests of the family
use of the farm name alone, eo well it ιβ

^nown

L.S. BILLINGS
hamfactcrek of and dealer in

R6d Cedar and Spruce Clapboards. New Brunswick Cedar
Shingles, North Carolina Pine,
and
Sheathing,
Flooring
Paroid Roofing, Wall Board,
Apple Barrel Heads, and

^iTa

promoter of pride and as a means
of keeping the bov aud the girl—yes,
and the father and mother—on the farm,
the farm name is effective. Somehow,
beton the uamed farm the fences seem
ter, the corn rows are straighter, gates
seldom sag, painted and
buildings are more pleutiful, lawns are
more carefully kept and fewer weeds
the
grow in fields and pastures or along
roadside. Men are slow to ®dv*rt,«®
their lack of thrift. Feeling no pride in

the place, they neglect to give it a name.
Sot all good farrae are named, but practically all named farms are
LUMBER OF ALL KINDS
least, tbey are well kept—and it is the
well-kept farm that keeps the boy or
eirl in the country.
But to make country life permanent
we must make it
profitable asι well a*
pleasant Can the farm name, tben. be
made valuable as a source of profit
by
Experienced housekeeper (or dormi- Again, let us answer one question
worlb
tory at Fryeburg Academy. Fur partic- asking another: Is a trademark
ular*. apply to Principal Ε. E. Week# while? Yes, for a factory. Well, ten t
29tf every farm a factory? In this day of
Fryeburg, Maine.
the parcel poat and of the development
of a from-country-to-customer trade, the
farm name, if it stands for a premium
product, for farm produce that can be
needs
bought and sold by grade and that
it goo
no further guarantee to make
becomes a source of profit. The un
named article, however
petes with all unnamed articles, howwho
Tbe city
ever inferior.
tiods a satisfactory article from tbe
farm factory immediately looks for the
Be wants to know where be can
name
So tbe farm name
set more like it.
be there. That is the way bnai-
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In brief, though, it may be said that we
sell at any old price.
Come in and should get our farm name from our
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New Pianos, Stools, Scarfs,
Instruction Books, Player pianos always in stock at prices that such names as
that are right.
Hungry Hollow, or
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Grindstone Ridge,
Flint Hills—names
never be
We would not give to
-elected
comics or
We should be inat aa slow to give ·αοη
our chUdren
« name to the place where
In the other direction,
reared.
that slander the aoil-ahonld

!re

^«■«■•SwMtLaoilMdot

U»·

Lane—names bo sentimental as to be
sickening—are not to be recommended.
Ouce an appropriate farm name baa
been cbosen, there is need of good taste,
discriminating judgmeut and wisdom in
its use. Even when the name is used as
a
trademark, used commercially, it
should nut be in a fashion to offend the
best taste. Except under rare circum
stances, perhaps ihe advisability of having the farm name readable from a rather distant railroad, barn roof lettering is
to be avoided.
The name should be
used for identification, rather than as an
lettered
advertisement.
A carefully
sign on the front gate, the Κ P. 0. mail
box, or on a small board made for tbe
purpose is to be recommended. Letter
paper and envelopes should also bear tbe
farm name, and here,
too, neatness
should be tbe rule. A small half-tone
illustration showing tbe farm home, tbe
entrance where the name is displayed, or
even some of tbe leading products of
the farm, may be used as a trademark
and also on stationery. Many prefer
only tbe farm name, tbe name of the
owner, and the postoffice address. All
thin is a matter of personal preference.
The important thing is to give your
Such a name
farm a name fitly chosen
will add value to the farm and its products, and will cause you and yours to
share in tbe spirit of joy in the excellence of production.
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C. W. ELIOT.
Dr. Charles W. Eliot contributes to
the New York Times a must striking article on America and the issues of the
European war. It analyzes luminously
the causes of public opinion in the
as regards the war, and
comprehensively why the whole
weight of American opinion is on the

phase

than that

QUARRY
Bo JOHN Λ. MOROSO

United States

states

aide of the allies.
The article runs as follows:
The numerous pamphlets which German writers are now distributing in the
United States, and the many letters
about the European war which Americans are now receiving from German and
German-American friends, are convincing thoughtful people in this country that
American public opinion has some

weight with the German government and
people, or, at least, some interest for
them; but that the

termine

American

which desympathy with the
with Germany and
reasons

It would be a serious mistake to sup
pose that Americans feel any hostility or
jealousy toward Germany, or fail to
recognize the immense obligations under
which she has placed all the rest of the
world, although they now feel the German
nation has been going wrong in
theoretical and practical politics for
more than a hundred years, and is today
reaping the consequences of her owu
wrong-thinking and wrong-doing.
There are many important matters
concerning which American eympathy is
strongly with Germany.
(1)—The unification of Germany,
which Bismarck and bis co-workers accomplished, naturally commended Itself
to Americans, whose own country is
firm federation of many more or loss
differentiates, containing more or less
different peoples. While most AmeriBismarck's methcans did not approve
ods and meane, they cordially approved
bis accomplishment of German unification.
(2)—Americans have felt unqualified
admiration for the commercial growth of
Germany during the past 40 years, believing it to be primarily the fruit of
well-directed industry and enterprise.
feel
Americans
(3)—All educated
strong gratitude to the German nation
for its extraordinary achievements in
letters, science, and educution within
the last 100 years. Jealousy of Germany
in these matters is absolutely foreign
to American thought, and that any external power or influence should undertake to restrict or impair German progress in these respects would seem to all
Americans intolerable, and, indeed, in-

of
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The
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SITUATION BY DR.

allies, rather than
Austria-Hungary, are not understood Id
Germany and are not always appreciated
Road Maintenance. by persons of German birth who have
lived long in the United States.
of the road

problem
tpainteimportant
nance. 'The general
impression that
There is no

WliiDoMFmi[6i[ni)

there are certain types of roads that are
permanent is erroneous. No permanent
road has ever been constructed, or ever
will be according to the road specialists
>f the department. The only things
ibout a road that may be considered
permanent are tbe grading, culverts and
iridges. Roads constructed by the most
«killful highway engineers will soon be
lentroyed by tbe traffic, frost, rain, and
wind, unless they are properly mainained. But tbe life of these roads may
>e prolonged by systematic maintenance,
λ poor road will not only be improved
iy proper maintenance, but may become
letter in time than a good road without
t.
The first and last commandment in
•arth road maintenance is to keep tbe
turface well drained. To insure good
Irainage the ditches should be kept
>pen, all obstructions removed, and a
smooth crown maintained. Except for
rery stony soil tbe road machine or
scraper may be used very effectively for
bis work. The machine should be used
twice a year, and tbe work
>nce or
should be done when tbe soil is damp,
so that it will pack and bake into a hard
:rust. Wide and shallow side ditches
should be maintained with sufficient fall
ind capacity to dispose of surface water,
rhese ditches can in most places be conducted aud repaired with a road mashine.
All vegetable matter, snch as sods and
veeds, should be kept out of the road,
se they make a spongy
surface, which
etains moisture
Clods are also objeccredible.
ionable, for they soon turn to dust or
(4)—All Americans who have had any
uud, and for that reason roads shonld
in governmental or educaworked when dry or hard, experienoe
lever be
tional administration recognize the fact
1 ioulders or loose stones are equally obthat German administration—both In
J ectionable if a smooth surface is to be
peace and in war—is the most efficient
! ecured.
in the world; and for that efficiency they
A split-log drag or some similar defeel nothing but respect and admiration,
1 rice is
very useful in maintaining the unless the
efficiency requires an Inexurface after suitable ditches and cross
or restriction of
· ectiun have once
been secured. This pedient suppression
individual liberty.
Irag can also be used to advantage on a
(5)—Americans sympathize with a
ι :ravel road as well as on an earth road,
unanimous popular sentiment in favor of
rhe principle involved in dragging is that
a war which the
people believe to be
:laya and most heavy soils will puddle essential to the
greatness, and even the
vhen wet and set very bard when dry.
of their country—a sentiment
rhe little attention that the earth road safety,
which prompts to family and property
îeeds must bo given promptly and at the
sacrifices very distressing at the moment
jroper time if the best results are to be and irremediable in the future; and they
< >bt ained.
believe that the German people today
In dragging roads only a email amount
are inspired by just such an overwhelm>f earth is moved, just enough to fill tbe
ing sentiment.
uts aud depressions with a thin layer of
αϋϋΐ*-».
Γ Λ > V«o
» 11 1
υΠΛίυΐΙ
)lastic clay or earth which packs very
lard so that the next rain instead of
EIuw ίβ it, then, that, with «Il these
l inding ruts, depressions, and clods in
strung American feelings tending to
which to collect, runs off, leaving the
make them sympathize witb the Gerturface but little affected.
man
people in good times or bad, in
The dra? should be liirbt and should
peace or in war, the whole weight of
>e drawn over the road at an angle of
American opinion is on the side of the
ibont 40 degrees. The driver should
The reasons
allies in the present war?
■ide on the drag and should not drive
are to be found, of course, in tbe politiOne ronnd trip,
aster than a walk.
cal and social history of the American
•ach trip straddling a wheel track, is
people and in its governmental philosoand
till
the
ruts
sufficient
to
îsually
Tbese reasons
and practice today.
imooth the surface. If necessary, the phy
bave come out of tbe past, aod are inoad should be dragged after every bad
trenched in all tbe present ideals and
pell of weather, when the soil is in practices of tbe American commonstill
to
well
and
condition
puddle
ι >roper
wealth. They inevitably lead Americans
If the road is
tot adhere to the drag.
to object strongly and irrevocably to
ery bad, it may be dragged when very certain German national practices of
ret and again when it begins to dry out.
moment, practices which are outI few tripe over the road will give the great
of Prussian theories, and exgrowths
to
as
idea
best
time
«
to the
•perator an
periences that have come to prevail in
all
do
not
at
bat
seasons,
Irag. Drag
Germany during the past hundred years.
Irag a dry road.
In tbe hope that American public opinThe slope or crown of an earth road
ion about tbe European war may be a
hould be aboat one inch to the foot,
little better understood abroad, it seems
f the crown becomes too high, it may
worth while to enumerate those German
ie
reduced by dragging toward the
which do uot conform to Amerit. If the drag practices
c litch instead of from
ican standards in the conduct of public
the hitch and ;
( uts too much, shorten
affairs:
hange your position on the drag. If it
(a) Americans object to the oommittal
face of the |
s necessary to protect the
of a nation to grave meaHures of foreign
it should be!
< Irag with a strip of iron,
by a permanent executive—Czar,
>laced tlusb with the edge of the drag policy or
King—advised in secret by
Kaiser,
A cutting edge1
md not projecting.
diplomatists who consider
hould be avoided, as the main object in : professionalthe
thcmnelves
personal representatives
Iragging is to smear the damp soil into | of their respective sovereigns.
The
1 losition.—News Letter, U. S. Dept. of American people have no permanent exAgriculture.
ecutive, and the profession of diplomacy
hardly exists among them. In their coilBristles.
duct of their national affairs tbey utterly
distrust secrecy, and are accustomed to
Science claims that there is more mus- demand and secure tbeutmoRt
publicity.
of good i
^ le-making energy in a pound
(b) Tbey object to placing in any
or mutton.
than
in
a
of
beef
>ork
pound
|
ruler's bande the power to order mobiliOne thing sum is that all classes of
Zition or declare war in advance of de>eople consume much more bacon than liberate consultation with a representaras eateu a few years ago.
tive assembly, and of co-operative action
Many regard the breakfast table not thereby. Tbe fact that German mobiliits delicious
veil equipped without
zation was ordered three days in advance
ireakfast bacon.
of the meeting of the Reichstag conGet the early pigs off to market.
founds all American ideas and practices
Pull feeding and quick returns make about the
rights of tbe people and the
he most profit.
proper limits of executive authority.
Put the winter quarters in shape fur
(c) The secrecy of European diplobeJbreeding hogs.
matic intercourse and of international
to
cold
stand
cannot
exposure
ilogs
understandings and terms of alliance in
md stormy weather.
Europe is in tbe view of ordinary AmerDo not confine them to winter quar- icans not
only inexpedient, but dangerers too early.but protect them when the
Under the Conous and unjustifiable.
>arly cold storms come.
stitution of tbe United States no treaty
Ooa reason for poor success with pigs
negotiated by the President and bis cabs the use of young and Immature breed·
inet is valid until it has been publicly
ng stock.
discussed and ratified by tbe Senate.
Don't fatten and kill an old sow that
During this discussion tbe people can
of large
s a good and regular breeder
make their voice heard through tbe
itters.
press, the telegraph and the telephone.
A brood sow does not reach full ma(d)—The reliance on military force as
least
is
at
she
and
usefulness
until
turity
the foundation of true national greatthree years old.
ness seems to thinking Americans erShe should be kept breeding as long as
roneous, and in the long run degrading
ihe will produce two good-sized litters to a Christian nation.
They conceive
sac h year.
that tbe United State· may fairly be
Keep thoroughbreds. Any breed you called a great nation; but that its greatlike beat so it is pure.
ness is due to intellectual and moral
The market is always short of home- forces
acting through adequate material
grown, home-smoked bacon.
forces and expressed in education, pubthe
Pew farmers ever think of saving
lic health and order, agriculture, manubristles at butchering time, and yet they
facturing, and commerce, and tbe re—Parm
Jourbave a good market value.
general well-being of the people.
sulting
Dai.
It bas never in all its history organized
what could be called a standing or a
Any man who loses his temper with a
army; and, until 20 years
horse has less sense than the animal. consoripted was
its navy
very small, considering
and ago,
lack reasoning power
Animals
-tbe length of Its sea coasts. There is
iboold be excused for soma of their
In the history of tbe American
blunders. But many get clubbed and nothingto make them telieve that tbe
people
we
which
are
mostcursed for things for
true greatness of nations depends on
ly to blame.
'military power.
It Is a great ahame that the faithful
OBJECT TO EXTENSION BV FOBCE.
horse Is forced Into a war which be had
objeot to tbe extension of
(e)—They
be
that
and
no part in bringing about,
national territory by force, contrary to
because
and
death
wounds
suffer
must
the wishes of the population ooncerned.
of man1· cruelty.
is the Inevitable result of

j

j

J

J

This objection
democratic institutions; and the AmeriOctober is a good time in which to
been faithful to this
the can people have
prepare the barn and atablea for
democratic opinion under circumstances
winter. Any contrivance that will save
of considerable difficulty—as, for extime and work Is worth considering.
ample, in withdrawing from Cuba, the
There seems to be a prejudice against rich island which had been occupied by
tbe short war
sheep in many neighborhoods, and yet Amerioan troops during
there is profit in them when they are witb Spain (1898) and I the refusing to
Mexico
for the proin
intervene by force
given the right kind of attention.
tection of American investors, when that
Don't allow the small boy or the wom- contiguous country was distracted by
This objection apan to have anything to do with the boll. factional fighting.
There nay be a tragedy some day.
Continued on page I, ooiuan 4.)
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CHAPTER V.
Planning.
00,108 began to count the
boars and days to tbe probable moment wben be would

NO.

receive an answer to bis tirât
letter from prison.
His bome was bardly more tban
twelve miles away from Sing Sing,
but it was across tbe river and well
out In the country. It would depend
upon tbe rural system for its delivery.
As it traveled on Its way. be let bis

mind follow it with many tender And
yet distressing thoughts of ber who

would receive It
Two days passed and tbe looked for
letter came, it was delivered to blm
O. K.'d by the deputy in charge of
He
the correspondence department
studied the handwriting on the envelope. it was not in the old fashioned script of his mother, and his
bands shook as be drew forth the

letter and unfolded it
He glanced at the signature and
read tbe name of Margaret Wad hams,
a friend and neighbor of his mother.
She wrote that bis mother bad been
very ill and that ber eyesight was falling rapidly. She could not see well
enough to write and bad asked Mise
Wadbams to do the writing for ber.
"She tells me to write you only a
bright letter." wrote Miss Wadhams,
"but I think it is my duty to tell you
that your dear mother has broken
very rapidly and I believe tbat she
bas not many more days to live Her
beart was crushed by tbe blow that
fell upon you and that was only intended for you. James. Sbe is patient
and prays constantly tbat some day
your Innocence will be established.
"Garrett the New York lawyer who
defended you. wrote to ber and urged
ber to mortgage tbe bouse and raise
enough money so that be could take
She
un appeal to tbe higher courts.
was eager to do this, but I prevailed
upon ber to see Mr. Westervelt the
N'yack lawyer, tirst Mr. Westervelt
said that tbe lawyer was a robber of
widows and the poor and tbat be
would not Jet ber gut out of bis bands
until sbe nad sold her very clothes.
He took up the matter without a foe,
like the kind man that be is. and
said it was utterly useless to take an

He eald that there was no
rhance of offsetting the evidence
against you unless the real «layer of
the watchman was found.
"She keeps the clothes you wore
wben you were a little boy always
Sbe has the picture taken
near her.
of you at tbe county fair, and it is a

uppeaL

great comfort to ber."
Mn

infi nofiln

nut

the coat and pants that gets an escaped convict In Dutch. I'll remember
these measurements and swipe the
I'll do
stuff and cut it In the shop.
In the cutting
one piece at a time.
room there's Isaacs, The Batcher/ on
my right and 'Idaho Shorty* on my left
They'll be blind. They won't say a
thing to anybody, and they won't see
I'll smuggle in the sait piece
a thing.
by piece and swipe the basting stuff,
needles and thread." He finished the
three dimensions of the first piece of

finger after another was worked Into
a pulpy condition. The making of tbe

1

coat took nil summer, but Bill was so
Interested In tbe task tbat be even
sewed In bis bunk after tbe lights were
turned off. feeling every stitch In the
dark with raw flngera that spilled
blood, but with patience that never

I

!

flagged.

Another year was started, and tbe
coat was finished Hill stole tbe cloth
for the trousers which would replace
tbe tubelike netber garments of the
prison uniform.
All the while No. 00,108 was perfecting himself in mechanical work. Soon

the coat he was to make and was satisfied.
"Om piece at a time," be said to

himself. "When I get 'em all done 111 be was Informed that be would be tbe
'em together by band right here In man to succeed tbe convict foremau
tbls handsome little one room fiat when tbe latter was given his liberty.
As foreman of the shop Montgomery
When the suit is ready you're to put it
Then would have a degree of liberty given to
on under your prison clothes.
he would
when you get on the outside you can few convicts. On busy days
from roll calls, and when
be
exempt
and
head
on
a
hat
stick
your
peel off,
He laughed softly to him- tbe care of machinery required It be
beat It"
could spend bis evenings in tbe shop.
self.
the acceptance
"And as for hats,' he whispered, -I'll He would superintend
and assembling of all new machines
an old costoff
sew

get

kelly

swiped,

one

and parts of machines and the disposal
of the old.
The coveted white disk remained on
his sleeve, and a new chevron was
added witb each year.
"We'll wait until you get tbe Job as
foreman," Bill decided. "When you
take charge and get tbe hang of things,
then we can plan the way out Au
other year or two ain't going to hurt

from one of the prison offices."
The boy wondered at the goodness
and kindness that lay hidden in the
beurt of thl" old offender against society. who looked almost a monstrosity
and yet was as gentle as a child.

"Just keep your young noodle clear,"
advised Bill. "Don't be in any hurry.
Whenever you see a chance that promises tell me abo'it !♦, and we'll talk it
All the time 111 be working on
orer.
on this suit and I'm going to make a

you're out, that they won't close
In on you and drug you back. kid. It's
See?"
β well job of it.
•'And suppose 1 do get out Bill," sug- worth waiting for."
One day No. <30,108 was called from
gested Montgomery, "and I patent my
bis task and given a new blouse. On
how
a
fortune,
make
und
inventlouts

the left sleeve wus a clean white disk
1 ever going to repay youî"
and under it. where tbe chevrons bad
I'm fifty years years old.
that
"When I been, a white star. This signified
now," replied the burglar
he bad served five years with perfect
a
still
and
be
I'll
sixty-five
get out
That same day the convict
conduct
burglar, perhaps. Mebbe I'll be able foreman went before tbe board of pa
to run lu on you aomewhere and you
was allowed time off due him
a role and
can help me keep straight, give me
for bis good mark» shown on the prisJob. lock me up at uight and treat me on record Be was allowed a day for
like a human being in the daytime. I
every three marks, the total being sub
ain't been treated like a human being
tracted from bis sentence.
it
bow
clean
forgot
in so long I've
Montgomery became the foreman and
feels."
took
charge of the machine shop force
The old burglar's face clouded for a
Be was now twenty-six years old and
moment, and his heavy Jaw clamped
had dèveloped from a scrawny cotm
tighter.
try boy into a well built and handsome
"never
"Say. kid." he said huskily,
Bis eyes were grave and his
man.
1 had a boy of
breathe It will you?
mien serious. Be appeared to be well
my own once. He'd be Just your age beyond thirty years of age.
I wanted him to live
if he'd lived
During the early part of this fifth
I needed
and that's why I'm here.
year Montgomery had begun to steel
send
tu
make
could
1
more money than
himself for the news from home tb:it
him to the mountains to be cured of would tell him that his mother's lite
had
I Just
the white bugs-the Τ. Β
She was hopelessly blind,
was closed
to get the money and so I went In on wrote Miss Wadbams, and was worn
Well, the boy to a shadow. Be was ready for the
a house breaking Job.
didn't get to the mountains: he died of trial UDd Uuew that it was at hand
consumption. The cops got me and 1 when a trusty brought blm a black
came to this place for my first bit bordered letter witn an order granting
One of the gang hollered and the bulls him permission to retire to bis cell for
got all the loot When I got out after the rest of the day
Bill found him praying beside his cot
my bit the boy was dead and bis
mother was—well, she was worse than when he came in at the close of the
The black bordered en
dead, the#v told me. It ain't the man day's work.
who goes to prison that does all the velope In Montgomery's hand told hlni
It's his wife and babies as much as words could tell him. Be
suffering
that take the punishment"
patted his grieving companion on the
am

"Well.

they finished
roll call and
march to the mess hall for breakfast
"Bill." Montgomery finally suggest
ed. "perhaps If I get out and all goes
Both

silent

were

preparing

to

111 Mill

.1

.11

shoulder as a father would caress a
In dire trouble
In the shelter of their towels, stretch
ed across the cell, he drew tbe com
pleted gray suit from Its hiding place
Montgomery ros« to his feet
"They put In the new machinery this
week, kid. don't they?" Bill asked.

aa

answer

κ

I I

eon

X

Montgomery nodded.
"And they ship out tbe old

chines?"
"Yes."

nstdo the letter

the steel wall of his
und sat stnrlug
cell while he fought to master his emoFor a moment he thought frantion.
tically of trying to break out of prison
If ht· could get
η nil hurrying to her.
» little start he could swim the Hudson
iirnl make Ills way home in time to
at

"Well, it's time
away."

THE

awful lot of good."
The boy shook bis head, but the
earnestness of his cell companion
brought the faint flicker of a smile to
me an

bis Hps.

'They used to call me 'Roaring Bill
"
Awklns.' Bill w<ent on. "Being as you
jon't know how to swear artistic and

for you.
satisfactory. I'll Just
No. don't object. I'll think 'em to myself and not say a thing out loud."
Ho swung down from his high pallet
There was still a half hour before the
lights would be cut off. und this was
the best possible time for violating
swear

prison regulations.

"You stand at {he door and keep a
iharp lookout, kid." he said. "1 want
to take a peek at this newspaper you've
won by good conduct
The discovery of this -violation by a
guard would have cost Montgomery
Ills white disk and the loss of forty-live
marks. He gave a sigh of relief when
the lights went out and Bill could no
.onger Imperil the disk and chevron on

his sleeve.
The boy was half asleep when Bill
leaned over the edge of his resting
place and whispered: "Kid. I've got a
scheme that's a wonder. Sou know
what 1 told you about getting, a suit of
clothes for the getaway*"
"Yes."
»
"1 got It all doped out."
"How will you manage Itr
"Never mind." He chuckled' tinder
lis breath. "And as for a had Say.
tld. 1 can get any kind of a bat you
want to wear. Bot I'll tell you about

It In the morning."
Να 00,108 and Bill Hawkins were
jut of their bunks next morning before
Ibe clanging of the bell. Bill grinned
lery knowingly as tbey pulled Into
baggy gray salts. He crooked his

yelr

igbt Index finger and beld«lt before
:he boy.
"See thatT" he asked

"Yea," replied Montgomery,«wondering.
ι
"It to exactly one Inch, that second
for
σα
to
measure
y
Joint I'm going
roar salt Tarn around."
Montgomery turned, facing The-door,
He felt
tod Bill stepped behind him
the finger Joint pressing against «■
shoulders as BUI took the dim ens lone
for the piece of the coat he was to
fashion surreptitiously. As he worked
he explained bis scheme In a whisper.
"The color of the cloth la all right,"
à» uU. "bat It la ttoibicoriabw

prison

stall

the

ulght

so

warden desired to In-

machinery

new

at

belug put up.
Montgomery busied

Iheee preliminaries

himself with
and amoug the

he had constructed was one
about sir feet In leugtb and oblong in
shape. He found it necessary to make
certain changea In the construction or
The top was
this particular box.
screwed dnwn and an opening was
made at one end The headpiece was
bo bnllt that It could be closed and
boxes

The Old Burglar Put a Hand
gomery'· Shoulder.

on

Mont-

Well. I might be able to buQ yocr wife
I'd treat her almost as
anil help b*?r
If she was my owu mother."
The old burglar put a band on Mont·
I'omery's shoulder.
"Boy." he said, "you got a heart of
"
Ko Id

made fast from within.

The last shipment out at night wouln
be at 11 o'clock. When the whistle
blew half an hour before the call for
his cell
supper Montgomery went to

to wash up. The other convicts were
being marched from the shops to their
tiers and the stone walls echoed the
tramping of their feet. Ranks wore
broken in the corridors between the

Tu put the risk of detection at Its
Hawkins proceeded
Rill
mlulmum
with bin task or making the suit of
clothes for bis companion's getaway
wlih such caution that It promised to
••over a whole year of work.

cells in the dormitories.
BID and Montgomery reached their
cell together. The time was at hand
for the attempt at escapa The burand
glar ripped open hia mattress
drew out the gray suit
"Be fast now," advised Bill. "Ill
Get ont of your
cover the door.
clothes and get the suit on. then slip

To steal the cloth, piece by piece,
no easy task. The eyes of the
guards were keen and there were convicts who were snspected of dolugthe
work of spies for tbe prison officials.
Every night for a mouth Bill reported
l> Montgomery bis efforts of tbe day,
and at tbe end of that time be brought
under his blouse enough clotb for tbe
was

the regulars over them."
Mdntgomery had stripped off his
blouse when the signal for assembly

Bounded eudoenly.

tlrst section of the suit
To cut It In the dimensions he bad
riveted In bis memory was even a
barder task. Tbe greatest care was
taken to prevent tbe theft of tools and
a missing pair of scissors would have
resulted in a search of tbe cells or all

Oboe who worked In the cutting
He was

compelled

to

Both

Bill's

bunk.

Stolen

room.

his blouse.

The men were already lining up In
the corridor, and they Joined them.
The cause for the assembly was soon
mude known in whispers and signs
passed aloug by the convicts. Some
two
one in the cutting room had stolen
of scissors and a bodkin, both

pairs

dangerous weapons. The cell of every
man
working In that department
would be searched.
There were only five men, including
Bill, In that tier who worked at tailorcells
ing. Two guards searched their
and the five men were ordered to step
Guard· searched them
to the front

and

tlie free acceptance of Bill'· etory.
A guard found tbe scissors and bodkin in another convict'· cell, and ranks
were broken and tbe men permitted to
flnlsb tbe wnshup for supper.
Bill was sent back to bis cell and

Montgomery followed
"Wby did you do it
"Wby
young man.
The penalty Is fifteen
month

of

your

all of tbe pieces for the coat were
ready and In tbe cell, safely bidden

would

away. To assemble them Bill
have to make every stlcb by hand
▲t night, after the supper hour, tbe
two prisoners washed out their towels
and hung them on a piece of string in
tbelr cell. Behind these the burglar
crouched as Montgomery watched at
He sewed until tbu lights
tbe door
went out, but the work was slow and

,

sentence.

That means 2.700 marks against you,
and there is an added day of sentence

for every three marks."
Bill had calmly taken 000 days, near
|y two and a bnlf years, added time,
to help his companion But be had no
time to talk over tbe matter now. He
addressed Montgomery brusquely. The

The torn skin on bis heels fell away
under the chafing of the heavy leather
and exposed the quick of bis fiesli
Blood began to fill bis shoe·, but as he
ran he kept telling himself that he
could well afford to suffer ten time*
the torture if be reached his goal—bis

minutes were predons.
"You ve
"Tbe suit's gone," be said.
got to beat It for the Hackensack
meadows by freight over on the other
Leave tbe freight at Home
shore.
stead and make for tbe marsh grass.
It is six feet and more high.
They
can't track you through It You'll And
little hummocks of burd ground above
iilghwater mark. Look sharp and find
one with a puddle of rain water on It
Be careful about quick
If you can.
There's two quicksand boles
sands».
Uo In the
northwest of Homestead.

liberty.

He felt as if be bad discarded bis
number and was once again James
Montgomery, a human being, out In
the open, the ground beneath him and
it was
Che river running beside bim
sarly summer, and the cool night air
was
sweet with the fragrance of

other direction."

breathing floweis and fields.

The old burglar talked rapidly and
The words
without moving his lips.
came in a
whispered streak to the
Third term mon
ears of Montgomery.
became veutrlloqulal, and the rule of

Ahead of bim showed tbc northern
of Tarrytown
Once
be looked over uis shoulder as be ran,
but be could not see the lanterns of
Ut» was beginning to
the hunters
silence fa'ls heueatb their nklll.
gather stronger hope of ultimate esmat
under
reached
He
Montgomery's
cape wben the wll'-o'-the-wisp lights
hilp showed ahead of him
tress and pulled out a left hat
lie stopped
this under your blouse." be said.
nbort In bis tracks.
He flipped over hla own mattress
It was evident that the Sing Slug ofand bis quick Angers tore open the ficials had
telephoned the police of surtive
found
Qe
of
under sheet
tlcklug.
rounding vlllaces. To his left was the
as
oue
ten dollar bills sewed together
□pen country, but with village* every
"Put this In your kick." he told Mont· I three or four miles and from each vilgomery. "You will need It Don't ask lage perhaps a squad of men with
I
There ain't
any questions.
lanterns, forming a circle to close In
bad It slipped in from tbe outside."
un him.
In two minutes more they would say
To his rluht were the river and the
goodby to each other If the escape was country beyond, a country be knew as
successfully managed.
pnly one could know who roamed it in
Bill
"Don't forget tbe old man. kid.
bojhood He lost no time In deciding
"I don't know how
said solemnly.
Montgomery ran to the river s edge
much it couuts. but you might think of and stripped off the heavy
prison

boundary lights

tlme.^

at night when you say your prayIf you muke out all right, get a
personal in the nerald and slgu It
•Kid' The Butcher" Is on his jjood be
havior and get* the paper regular
He'll watch for It and let me know
Any kind of code you make up we

He peeled off the blood soaked
shoes
locks anil troui one of theui took the
This bo
money Bill had given biin.
tied in an end of bis sMrt under the
Then he hid the shoes and
blouse.
socks under a pile of rubbish and wad-

me

ers.

ed out into the river
The clouds still covered the star*
overhead, and the river wns bluck aa
As the water reached
a river of ink
his armpits he threw himself forward
and began to swim with a quiet, underhand stroke for the other shore.
The tide was flowing out Hiid he beto uet the full
gan to cross diagonally
advantage of the current, lit· tlgured
that with a steady stroke. be would
land Just south of Nyack and In the
great friendly shadow of (irand Mew.
Beaching the middle of the river, he
rntll now he hail
bis stroke

dope

out In here."
The bell sounded for mess formation
Bill held out bis band, and Montgomery took It In both of bis
can

···«···

The open head of the oblong box In
the machine shop lay between the le»rt
of the table at whlcb convict No 00.108 made his record of machinery received and machinery shipped from
the prison.
Apparently it was ready
to be taken from the prison
Four men were staggering out of the
fhop with a crated machine when the
convict at the desk asked how manj
more pieces their wagon could take.
"One more.'' replied one of the men.
"Can you handle ibis long boi to

changed
kept his shoulders under water, swimming underhanded Now he used tho
foat and powerful overhand swing of

the arms, resting himself from time to
time by rolling on either side aud using the easier side stroke.
He reached the net poles and pauwd
his wind, but he was off agnln
to

flnlsb the load?"
"It's Jnst right to tinlsb up with for

the night"
"All right

return.

Take It ont when you
It
1 may be out of tbe shop

get

in a moment aud soou made the shore.

time to turn in. ι ww puc it uuwu
my list as baring been sent"
Montgomery was alone In tbe room
and at his desk. Outside be beard the
clatter of the heavy shoes of the trucklie bowed over bis
men
■

approaching.

desk for a momeut and then disap
peared. A gray form wriggled feet
first Into the box. and the end under
the desk suddenly closed with α slight

\

click.

The truckmen entered, shouldeied
the cofflnllke case uml. tindlng It lighter than they bad expected, hastened
their steps that tbey might quickly
finish with their Job for the nigiiL
out of the shop to the

They passed
Quadrangle, heaved the box to tbe rear
of the loaded truck und roped It on.
It was nenrly 11 o'clock, nnd tbe
Arc
stare were obscured by clouds.
lights made the quadrangle us bright
as day and Illumined the blgb walls

!
j

j

and every nook and corner. Sentries
In their little octagonal boxes stood
:
with their rifles In hand, keeping a
sharp lookout
A team of powerful horses tugged
at the burden, and the load of uiachln- 1
the
ery was started out At the gate
head truckman told the guard that ί
his Job was done for the night and
of
gave blm a slip containing the list
pieces intrusted to him to deliver at A Creature That Seemed Mot# ■ Repthe OusJnlng freight statlou.
til· Than a Human.
In another half minute convict No I
of
wall
was well out and be found
of
the
tide
Sing
Tho
«HMOS was outside
lie braced himself with his refuge under the landing pier of a boat

I

Sing

club. lie uttered a prayer of gratitude
as be pulled off bis heavy blouse and
trousers and wrung them free of water. He was without shoes, but be did
not fear rocks and shards In his path
Bo
to liberty and life and happiness.
would have gone barefoot through
coals of fire to the goal be had set for
himself. Then, too, be knew the soft

knees nnd elbmvs when the truck jolt
ed over rou^h places in tbe road.
Bill hud told liiin that he would Had
a path down the cJliT a half mile north
It would lead to the
of the prison
He was to tlnd It and
railroad tracks
get away from main roads
Montgomery counted on one hour before his tier truard would demand an
explanation of bis absence at the ma
chine shop and then give the alarm.

country lanes and field paths leading
from Nyack to West Nyack.
A village clock struck the boar of 2.

He estimated tbe distance by the
speed of the horses and at the proper
moment released tbe end of the box
He drew himself forth and tumbled,
with a side wise twist to the soft, earth
road. On bands and knees he scram
bled Into the shadow of some bushes

Montgomery's heart leaped within
He could make th· fast freight,
mile and α half across country, eas-

him.
a

He started from the rlrer at a
fast walk.
When the fast freight oo the West
Shore from West Nyack to Jersey
City stopped with a grunt and a clangor of Iron couplings at Homestead a

ily.

and took bis bearings.
The road was deserted and the
bouses all dnrk. The only sound was
the creaking of tbe load of machinery,
creature that seemed more a reptile
which rapidly became fainter and
than α human crawled from s brake
He plunged down the path ι
fainter.
beam under the last car, wiggled from
and at the bottom of the cliff turned j
cross ties and disappeared In the
the
and ran to the south through the little
marsh.
tunnel under the prison.
Hidden In the wide stretching fen.
There were six miles to cover to Tar
saw and rereled In the
Montgomery
miles
half
rytown, then three and a
sunrise be had looked
first
the
of
Joy
across the Hudson to Nyack and then
upon in five yeurs. made glad bis starra mile and a half westward to the
ed soul with the sound of the birds
West Shore railroad, which would take
stirring from tbelr nests and In his
him to the meadows of Newark bay.
a Te Deum for bis dellTBill's Inside lnformaton was that at heart echoed
walls.
West Nyack be would get an express erance from prison
It
freight at four in tbe morning.

says
He'» one of these guys
er, with soles that would rink a diver
afraid
prayers every ulght. I wan
His heels
to his task below the sea.
he would tell on me ami ho I never •nd toe· were badly blistered by tbe
let hi· in on It"
end of his second mile and he was

ι

He did not

Wben his feet had cooled and bis

[to

be

commun.]

i

Totally Different
"I beard that your engagement to
Adela bas beeu broken, uud 1 presume
that it was caused by your feeling of
delicacy at hearing that she bad inherited

a

large fortune."

It was caused by her
"Not at all.
Indelicate feeling on learning that 1
had no mouey."-Exchange.
Health .Heeip·.
y man asked the poet
Longfellow / fcow to be healthy, and
thin Is ttanswer he received:
Joa taraperuuce and repose
**
the ddor oo the doctor's noes.
One

cell.
hiu

atop and rest

breathing had become normal again be
climbed to the top of a great rock and
looked toward Ossinlng. In the velvet
distance be could see the prison lights
high on tiie cliff above the village station. Below the cliff he saw tiny lights
twinkling, and at first he thought tbeui
fireflies. His years within prison wails
had destroyed his sense of perspective.
He studied these will-o'-the-wisp lights
and soon realized that they were from
lanterns swinging in the bands of men
hunting him.
The fugitive turned, threw back bis
head and began to run. He Increased
Qls speed gradually until be struck a
gait he thought be could bold for nu
hour without rupturing a blood vessel

blm.
Bill?" asked the
did yon do it?
marks for every

minimum

tu

dare lie down for fear that fatigue
might close bis eyes In sleep

would not st'jp until Homestead was
carefully. One of the searcher· pulled
reached. There some of the cars would
hidden
op Bill'· blouse and saw the
to tbe Erie tracks, and be
He looked up with be shunted
salt of clothes.
would be able to slip Into the tall
astonishment for he had expected no
marsh grass Just as day was breaking.
such find.
Montgomery bad five hours in which
tier
the
of
The warden In charge
to make the schedule outlined for blm
exwas summoned, and the etdt was
by his burglar friend. He took the cinamined carefully.
der path between tbe tracks, brought
"Who Is his cell mater the warden bis clinched bands to bis chest and<
•eked of a guard.
started to run in a swinging stride,
"No. 60,108." was the reply.
bis mouth closed and his head thrown
"And he didn't know a thing about back.
It," grunted BUI surlily. "I'd bave been
It was not easy going, for the prison
out by now but for thnt milksop in my
brogans are made of heavy, stiff leathwho

of disk
would have meant tbe
and chevrons and a transfer to some
other branch of prison work.
Tbe second autumn in prison passed
Into the second winter and BUI still
stuck to his task. Spring came and
toes

He bad no thimble, and one

The
and had

fear.

grabbed the suit
thought Then
of gray from Montgomery's hands and
swathed it about his own body under

tbread were used to sew up the seams
of tbe mattress again.
Montgomery could bave stolen a
sharp knife from the machine shop so
that Bill could work in tbe cell, bat
tbe old burglar wonld not let him run
tbe risk. Discovery of such a theft

painful.

with

be

cut the cloth

needles

started

signal meant an Inspection
warncome, as It always does, without
In
In»;. For a moment Bill hesitated

right nnder the noses of the guards
In tbe cutting room. "Tbe Butcher"
and "Idaho Shorty" sheltered him as
much as they con Id as be worked furtively and quickly, and, finally, after
two months, the first piece of the coat
tbe
waa made, it was smuggled into
cell and stowed away in the mattress
of

men

compelled

on

The "Getaway."

new was

"Trouble irt home, kid?" he asked,
bis harsh voice mellowing with the
kindly spirit that prompted the quesThe
60,108 nodded his head.
open letter In his hands told the tale.
"Gee. I wish you knew how to cuss,
kid," sighed the bnrglar. "When things
come bard on me 1 get rid of it all with
It does
ι good. long, healthy swear.

to

tbe get-

that he coold save alt
possible loss of actual working
He conferred
time of the convicts.
with his new foreman and Moutgom
By
ery declared tne plan feasible.
having crates and boxes built in the
carpenter? division and in readiness
the work of slilppiug out the displaced
machinery could be rushed while the

brow.

tion.
No.

make

ma

CHAPTER VI.

kin-el besid»» her bed. Hasp her thin
bands lu Ills luid comfort her and
breathe his lové to her its she passed
He
into the valley of the shadow
glanced about him as if in the hope
that God Avonld bring some miracle to
pass and that tho steel walls'and bars
would tnelt and the stone crumble.
Bill h:id swung himself up into his
bunk. Moutgoiuery looked up and saw
his little eyes watching him keenly,
fhere was compassion Illumining the
countenance
of this creature with

protfuntbous Jaw and sloping

want to get such α start,

You

you.

once

Bill bad saved ûi* mena une witn
sacrifice. Tbe sur and disk
on Montgomery's sleeve bad helped In
no mean
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Apple picking baa the call on all other
occupations at present. An immense
fruit and
crop of beautifully colored
that
very little market except at prices
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And still no rain in sight and the
weather man promisee none for the pres-

ent week. The water situation is still
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•ale at the following places In the County
to Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker to return
Howard's Drug Store.
South Parts,
here for another summer as in tbe past.
ShurtlelTs Drug StoreJames Thompson of Boston, accomNoyes Drug Store.
Norway,
stone's Drug Store.
a friend, is the guest of bis
A. L. Newton. Postmaster. panied by
BuckQeld,
mother.
Mrs Harlow, Post Office.
Parts Hill.
West Paris,

Samuel T. White.

PAKTBIDGE DISTRICT.
Mis» Marion Tyler visited her aunt,
Events.
Coming
Mm. Ellsworth Thayer, this week.
Hiram Linscott has returned from bis
Oct. 13—Supreme Judicial Court, South Harts.
where he has been all
Associa- work at Norway
Teachers'
Maine
of
Oct. J9,80—Meeting
summer, to dig his potatoes.
tion. Portland.
State
Fred Field and wife are visiting his
Nov. IT, 18, 1»—Annual meeting Maine
Pomologlcal Society, Bangor.
brotlier, Fremont Field, and family.
Jan. 5, β, 7—Show of Western Maine Poultry
Will Parlin not 300 busbels sweet corn
Association, South Paris.
from one and ooe-half acres.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Barrett and
son Wendell from the King neighborhood: Alfred Daniels and daughter TbelYou're The Fellows.
Z. L. Merchant A Co.
ma, and Mrs. Emily Young of Paris
and
L'u'lerwear
Hosiery.
The Right
Hill: Lewis Benson, Miss Marjorie CumMen's Underwear.
for Your Money.
rnings and Miss O'Connor of Hebron;
Bottled Warmth and Comfort.
and Will Pratt of West Paris were all
Home Wanted for Boy.
guests at Mr. acd Mrs. William Mason's
New Perfection Oil Heater
Bankruptcy Notice.
Sunday. Miss Hattie Mason returned
with Mr. Pratt for a short visit.
Dr. Eliot on America's Attitude.

of the Demoarticle written by
Dr. Charles Vf. Eliot, president emeritus
of Harvard University, giving the rea
sons why we in America favor the cause
of the allies rather than that of Germany in the present war in Europe.
This article is recommended to the con
•ideration of every one, and every one
It discloses
can read and understand it.
that although Dr. Eliot is now retired
from active service, he is Intellectually
unimpaired. In Its direct and lucid
style the article is the work of a scholar.
In its clear perception of fundamentals
it Is the work of a deep thinker.
An impressive thing about Dr. Eliot's
utterance Is its broad and catholic view,
and Its entire fairness to all concerned,
Germany as well as those nations who
are opposing her, and the people of the
United States in the manifestation of
their sympathies. German partisans of
the Fatherland, if they are honest, must
admit the justice of Dr. Eliot's censures.
There is also food for thought for
Dr. Eliot pic
us of the United States.
tures us as a nation of people who have
made much progress in true democracy,
and who now hold a position disinter
ested and almost unselfish in our relations with other nations, without greed
for territory, and seeking the good of all
along with our own. Can we live up to
the high standard which he has set and
claims for us?
Elsewhere in this

crat is

published

issue

an

nere ana

mere.

Not ooly are the local insurance
agents "kicking" vigorously at the advance of rates in this state, but State In
eurance Commissioner Blunt square >
and flatly says that the increase «s unjustified, and he gives timely warning! to
the New England Insurance Exchange
thai it is inviting hostile legislation.
"This Is no time for games," says
Lord Roberts to the English people
As applying to the young men at home
his suggestion Is perhaps right. But
the English soldiers in the neld. in a
brief respite from fighting. Indulged in a
football game, undoubtedly with profit.

Pith and Point.
If you will agree with everybody In
matters that are immaterial you »il>
■ave yourself a great deal of time and a
great deal of mental wear and tear.

It was Bernard Shaw who said that
war should be made as horrible as possible: and presumably Mr. Shaw is now
reasonably well satisfied.—Kochester
Democrat and Chronicle.
The navies of the warring nations have
•offered very little so far. Yet the oosr
of the 28 minor vessels sunk makes a
staggering fortune when translated into
A rough
terms of human welfare.
mate gives 2.is25,000,000 loaves of bread
of
the 1112,000.000 that
aa the equivalent
the vessels cost. The loss in this one
•mall field of the war has been 30 times
the amount necessary to save the hair
million lives that fall each year before
preventable disease·. The sum would
furniah pure free milk to the Infant· of
our big cities; it would do untold good
in other ways. This from the
The
million-dollar naval loss «lone.
ml
London Nation estimate· at last
armies.
Hons a day for the
Multiply it
out and the human waste is literally

esti-

hundred^
60^

•taggering.—Philadelphia Ledger.

Maine Doubles Feldspar Output.
In the value of feldspar, Maine has
ranked first in the United States during

the last three years, and in 1913 according to the United States Geological Sur
an increase of
vev l»s output ehowed
more than 100 percent, both in quantity
and value, over that of the preceding
vear.
The principal mineral product of
the state, however, is granite, in
Maine ranks third, being exceeded ou!y
More
by Vermont and Massachusetts
than half the granite quarried is used in
building· and monuments, but consider
able quantities are made Into paving
blocks and curbing, and a ιsmall! <quantity—chiefly waste—is crushed and
ed for road making, concrete, and railroad ballast. The total value of the
stone production in 1912 was 11,702,079,
against 51,810,590 in 1913. The qnantitj
of lime produced in 1913 was iralued at
J806 604. Maine is also one of the leading states in the production of slate, the
of which in 1913 was valued at
$;ϊ23 998· The production of feldspar in
1913*was 38,248 short tons, valued at
Other commercial minerals
1347 499.
produced in Maine in 1913 were mineral
waters, sand and gravel, and a small
quantity of gem material.

*h,<^

ou%ut

Maine Baptist Bodies Unite.
An important step was taken by the
Baptist people of the state on Thursday
of last week, when the Maine
convention in session in Auburn and the
Maine Free Baptist convention in se·
alon in Lewiston by an almo.t unanl·
mous vote decided to unite and in the
future will be known as the Maine United Baptist Convention.
The sentiment toward uniting the two
bodies has been growing stronger year
by year and is certainly in keeping wi.h
the spirit of the present time.
a position to know have felt that definite action would be taken thisι year an
all are now rejoicing that the final vote
was unanimous.
It is expected that the Maine Baptist
Historical and Educational Society will
be merged with the Maine United Baptist Convention In the near future.

Th°seJn

Maine

Artillery

Me· lu Lead.

The Coast Artillery Corps of the State
of Maine leads the United States in efficiency in artillery gunnery, according to
figures just made pnblie by the war department. In spite of the fact that
Maine has only eleven companies while

New Tork has thirty-three, Maine has
197 first-class gnnnere, and New Tork
oen boast of only 188.
The 4th Company of Bath holds the
lend of the companies in the state, with
the 12th Company of Westbrook second,

and the 9tL Company of Portland
third.
Maine lends the eifcven coast states In
branch of the
which the artillery Is
aervioe in the number offered men, gun

commanders, gun pointeri/kJ.'Jttere end
observer·, in proportion to f * mmber
of companies.

ad

Jt

Bryant's Pood.
George L Cushman has just erected

a

MM

lfn. P. P. Chandler and daughter Hilda apent Sunday with Mra. Chandler'-a
parenta. Mr·. Chandler returned to Auburn, and Hilda spent the week In Bethel, returning home Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Emery, their
daughter Helen, and Misa Luoile Willa of
Rldlonville came to Bethel 9nndaj by
auto aod called upon Mr*. Emery'·
unole, Mr. F. S. Chandler.
Monday a delegation from Bethel
went to Portlaud to attend the Music
Festival. Mrs. F. L. Edwards, Mrs. J.
O. Qehring, Mrs. W. 0. Straw, Rev. and
Mrs. W. C. Curtis, Mrs. D. S. Hastings,
Mrs. L. U. Bartlett, Mrs. H. C. Rowe,
Miss Cleo Russell, Mies Mary True, Mrs.
Paul Thurston, Miss Hattle Merrill,
Mr. W. J. Upson, Mr. William Bingham,
and Mr. O. L. Thurston were among
that number.
Mr. Benson of Auburn, Mrs. Ada Rollins and daughter Ruth and friend made
the trip from Auburn to Bethel and
were guests of Mrs. T. J. Foster and Miss
Hattie Foster.
Bethel Lodge, F. aod A. M., enjoyed
their annual outing at Wilson's Mills,
and Tuesday night worked the second
degree upon two candidates and the
third degree on three candidates. The
party consisted of twenty-seven members of Bethel Lodge.
Rally week has been observed by the
Methodist cburcb, and an interesting
program has been helpful.
Mies Alice Mason has been in Portland for tbe past week, and will go to
Melrose, Mass., for a few weeks before
her return.
MIDDLE INTERVALS.

A gentleman representing tbe Dunton
Lumber Co., Rumford, was here recently

looking

pine.
Rev. E. A. Davis,
at

missionary, has returned to Lewiston.
Mrs. Carey Stevens went to Lewiston
reoently.

Mat Thurston and some of bis family
here on business by automobile.
Apples are cheap and plenty.
Potatoes are good bere.
The weather has been tine of late.
Our welcome Grand Union Tea man is
ever on hand or if sick sends a substitute
ou time.
We get coffee shipped bj way of the
Panama Canal,
Beautiful leave* are falling.
The lading, falling, dying leaf
were

To uetills message sends:
We shall meet, suun meet again,
Our dear departed friends.

the opposite side of tbe
road from his residence. It will be used
and
a
for garage
Setb Walker was here by auto en route
workshop.
Mrs. James L. Bowker returned home to his farm near the old Ferry farm once
Thursday from a visit with her daugh- owned by Christopher Bean and tbe ferry
Her son Percy arrived run by him for years until his death.
ter in Berliu.
here this week from Wakefield, Mass., Now Dr. Twaddle owns it and would sell
and will soon go to Franklin County on it. A pleasant location and good farm.
a bunting trip.
Tbe new cement sidewalk bas been
West Bethel.
completed as far as the lower corner of
Talk faith. The world 1h better off without
tbe bote! lot, aud the work will be susYour uucred Ignorance and morbid doubt.
pended until another year on acoount of If you have faith In Uod, or man, or self.
funds.
Say so; if not, push ba k upon the their
Or silence all your thoughts till faith shall
Leroy Titus is making some changes
come;
in the interior of bis dwelling house be
No one will grieve because your Hps are dumb
sides building over one chimney in the
Talk health. The dreary, never changing tale
ki'cben part.
Of mortal maladies Is worn and stale.
Perley Farrington bas moved from
You cannot charm, or Intereat, or please,
town and located at West Paris.
By harping on that minor chord, disease.
Say
you are well, or all Is well with you,
Peverley's cider mill plant is a busy
And (iod shall hear your words and make
them true.
place these days. Cider apples are hard—Ella Whkelkb wilcox.
ly worth the labor of gathering, bringing
cents
hundred.
per
only twenty
Fifteen hundred cases of corn were
shipped from the shop this week. The
Road Commissioner Mille ie haviDg
balance will go to different points, aa the bashes cut beside the
highways.
soon as labeled.
Francis D. Mills visited his parentR,
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Mills, last week.
Greenwood.
Sewell J. Walker and son Clyde will
Did there ever live an artist who could soon move to Ketchum for the winter.
Mrs. L. D. Grover is still living, but
make a picture equal in beauty to what
great
we now w>e od every valley and hillside? continues to grow weaker and is a
There more colors and shades are seen sufferer.
Mr. and Mrs. Sain Covell of Wintbrop,
than the raiubow ever possessed, "and
to the Mass., are visiting Mrs. Mary A. Dundistance lends enchantment
ham and family.
view."
Rev. Mr. Kidder is done preaching in
Early ίο the week our day's visitor
constated of Ransom Cummings of Bry- Union church, and has gone back to his
ant Pond, who watt a farmer and also dealt home in Massachusetts.
The crimson, gold and green of the for
somewhat in etock in his former days;
steers being his favorite cattle for band- est trees is more brilliant than a painted
ling, having bought and sold between 40 pictare.
The drouth is becoming more and
and 50 pairs during that time. And no
matter how wild or refractory they were more eevere, with a scaroity of water in
when bought, If he owned them long wells and small brooks.
Beautiful weather for harvesting, and
enough they were sure to be well broken or educated when sold.
Such an ex- bountiful crops of apples and potatoes
pert was Mr. Cumtniogs in this employ- bave been put In cellars by the farmers.
Woodsmen are getting ready for lumment, the neighbors Uied to say be most
have been boru with a goad in bis band. bering operations. Horace E. Walker,
Later John Bryant, wife and another with a small crew of men, will work for
lady of Freeport, called on their way Dr. Jobo A. Twaddle, Clarence A. Tyler
home from Hastings and other back with helpers works for N. R. Springer,
towns, having been on an outing nearly and Hazen B. Lowell and hired man for
two weeks, their mode of conveyance be- Dr. Twaddle.
ing an auto of course.
And this is the way they ate shark
East Sumner.
and called It fine till found out what it
Oxford Association of Congregational
was down on tbe coast:
Churches is holding its sessions Tuesday
A fisherman, while fishing for acme and
Wednesday of this week, the 18tb
other kind caught a shark, and wishing and 14th
Inst., at the Congregational
to see bow it would go if called by some
cburoh.
other name, he dressed it off in the
Mrs. Ernest L. Russell baa sold her
meautime calling it swordflsh; and it late stand in Sumner and la
living with
went well until a lobster warden came
her mother at East Sumner.
fraud
then
and
the
and
discovered
along
Mrs. At wood has returned from a visit
the game was up. But why so long as to frieods in Kennebec
connty. Mr. At·
it tasted good and proved healthy?
wood is at Bates College taking a course
of study.
Ulckvale.
Corn packing bas closed at the shops.
Veteran soldiers who attended the big
Η. E. Bowker ia working for J. R.
campfire at South Paris recently were
Morrill Jfc Son.
Mrs. U. E. Bowker has returned from highly gratified at the cordial reception
Phillip*, where she has been on a visit. given them. The Relief Corps and
Ernest Andrews has exchanged horses ladies furnished a grand dinner that bas
exoelled at any previous
never been
with Η K. Washburn.
Β L. Fuller and family are at home meeting. South Paris is A 1 for kind
for a few davs gathering bis apples.
hospitality to visitor·. Barrows Post
Fred Lovej >y basa crew gathering bis G. A. R. was represented by L- B, Heald,
S. P. Stetson and S. Robinson, who went
applet.
J. E. Dow is reshlngling his barn.
by Ellingwood's auto.
Young cattle are getting unruly on
account of dry weather.
Locke's Mills.
S. M Packard of Bangor was here reThere was a pretty home wedding
with
cows
and
loaded
two
cars
cently
Sunday, Oct. 4, at Mr. and Mrs. C. L.
and sheep.
Swan's, when their youngest daughter,
N*. S. Bishop, who moved into the Ε
M trie, became the bride of Mr. Leslie
A. Richardson rent. Is cleaning up
Davi« of Uanover. D L. Joslin of Noraround tbe lumber mill.
way performed the ceremony, and only
A heavy frost visited us here again
members of tbe families were present.
Oct. 7.
They left by auto on a short wedding
trip, and will reside in Portsmouth, N.
Mr. and Mrs Arthur Driscoll of Liver- H., where the groom has a fine position
more
Falls spent Sunday with David as machinist.
Cbenerv and family.
Sidney Littlefield of North Abington,
Mm. Wallace Hamm ind is visiting Mr. Mass., and Mrs. II. M. Parker of Stuneham were recent guests at J. C. Little·
and Mrs. Nathan Bishop.
Mrs. Herman Fuller and children of field's.
Nathan Cumrolngs and wife of MeHale called ou her sister, Mrs. Bernard
chanic Falls visited at Elmer Cummings'
Putnam, Wednesday.
Mrs. James Saunders and Jennie Gor- last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaton Abbott started
don are picking apples for Fred Lovefor Washington, D. C., last Saturday,
joy.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε Β. Hines of Jay spent where Mr. Abbott bas a position in tbe
Sunday at Bernard Putnam's.
Agricultural Department. Tbey bave
Mrs. Herbert Bowker has returned made many friends while here, who are
from a visit to friends in Phillips.
very sorry to have them go.
Miss Cassie Farnum of Milton and ber
George Tirrell of South Paris takes
grandmother, Mrs. Viola Child, are visit- Mr Abbott's place at the grain mill.
Mrs. Fannie Littlefield Is tbe guest of
ing relatives in the place.
Mrs. Willis Tainter is visiting ber her sister, Mrs. Dr. Elliott of Berwick,
father, A. J. Farrar. They attended Me.
One afternoon last week Master ClarWeld fair. Also Miss Florence Richardence Cummings, eight years old, picked
son.
up and loaded into the cart sixteen bushIs
els of potatoes. We think that
Hebron.
Tbe football game here Saturday be- smart for a boy that age, and can any
it?
tween Bowdoin 2d and Hebron resulted boy beat
James Crooker ia reported as falling
21 to 0 in favor of Hebron.

building

on

every day.
Mrs. Addle Coffin of Mechanic Falls
lias been the guest of ber sister, Mrs.
Saturday.
Mrs. J. C. Donham is in Auburn this Rath Young,
Kdna Mason is working for Mrs. Curtis
week visiting ber sister and will attend
Abbott.
the Baptist convention.
W. B. Rand Is improving tbe looks of
Mrs. Annie Damon and her two little
tbe store by cutting tbe
daughters are visiting ber mother, Mrs. his lot next
cedar hedge and Oiling tbe old cellar.
J. Bearce.
Miss Etta Sturtevant is in Auburn.
Norman Richardson returned to Bates

Mary

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Silver, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Martin and Mrs. Ed Howe of
Norway Lake.
North Rumford were in tbe place recentArthur Mansur of Burlington, Vt.,
ly calling on their relatives, Mrs. W. M. and a friend visited his nnole, A, S. New.
Philbrick and Floyd Phllbrick, also on ball, one
night recently.
other friends. The Slivers were student*
Miss Alta Pottle, who has been at tbe
at the Academy some years ago.
Rangeley Boose through tbe season, has
Mr. Hinckley is moving into the Whit- returned and Is stopping at ber ancle's,
ney bouse now owned by Ε. M. Glover. V. L. Partridge's. She intends to go to
South Carolina for the winter.
North Buckfield.
Mrs. John M. Wood visited relatives
the fair.
Mrs. Jeannette Jordan Is with Mrs. J. in Farmlngton and attended
Dr. C. A. Stephens and wife have
E. Maybew for awhile.
a week.
Cheater Luke of Haverhill, Man., is been in Boston for
at C. M. Keeoe's. He Is picking apples
Ollead.
for β. A. Holmes.
Mr. and Mrs. Fulton O'Brion and Mrs.
Mrs. C. B. Keene has been visiting ber
Marshall of Somerville, Mass., and Mrs.
daughters at South Paris.
Mrs.
Ε.
Mrs. O. A. Holmes and
M· Alice Marr of Portland have been spendHolmes visited Mrs. A. L. Purkls one ing several days here at their oottage.
Mrs. Jobn Richardson bas returned
day last week.
Mrs. R. J. Warren and Mrs. 8. V. home from Norway after spending several days as the guest of M. R. Bennett
Pearson were in Lewleton recently.
There was a special meeting of Moon- and family.
There was a grange party held at tbe
tain Grange Saturday night for the purhome of Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Newell last
pose of conferring degree·.
Mrs. Caroline Sturtevant, who baa Saturday evening, and tbere was a large
been visiting ber daughter, Mrs. M. A. crowd of people, some from $etbel and
8hetburne present. Th#re were refreshWarren, baa gone to Bumford.
Tbe weather being fine a good orowd mente of toe cream and cake.
was in attendance at the grange fair and
Mrs. Elmer Newell of Gorbam, Ν. H.,
was la tow· recently.
Ik was a au xese.

Weet Parla.
Mr. and Μη. W. F. Dunbam of Weet
Lynn, Mm··., are with Mr·. Dunham'·
parent·, Mr. and Mr·. Η. β. Brown.
of
Mr·. Hazel Eat··, who recently underwent a surgical operation, I· doing well.

Maine Newt Note*.

eoMlder· the prospect
.rij®w/,'on
#200,000 hotel.
having

Mr. Farrington of Woodatook baa moved hie family into the upstairs rent in

a new

BANK
YOUR

good

at Honlton $1.00
Tbe «"Pector· there
report oo powdery «cab thus far.
ίο the Cumberland Superior Court at
Portland last week, Albert Barker
for life for tbe
ί° ■t^ken Pr,«°n
Brown ,n Port'»nd
°
tat May
of 8βη8®"<1)6 oomroltWS,bbMd"
et hle home b*
»
cause can be assigned.
hanging. No
8D βΚβ<1 mother and a

bringing

ίΐ'ΐη0"

«J?;t!nPerb^reI·
tn

the S. W. Donbam home.
Several from here attended the Nortb
Waterford fair.
Mr». S. T. White recently entertained
ber Snnday School claaa. Tbey took a
walk to Berry'· ledge.
Mrs. Martha Hill received the new·
laat week of the death of her aiater, Misa
Lanra Reed of Boston, formerly of Norway. The funeral wu held at Norway
Tueaday, and interment waa In Pine daughter
Grove cemetery.
Qer°hell. » lineman, was kill·
Rev. D. A. Ball baa been apendlng the
ed near Portland Saturday by coming In
Mra.
week In Boaton and Vermont.
hl«hP°WeP W,r" Whl,e »»
Ball attended the diatrlct meeting of
Berwick and
vialted
and
Miakion Circles at Norway
was 22 years of age.
frlenda a day or two.
E. D. Cnrtia and Mra. Dora Jaokaon
by ? mnuM wlth wh'ch
ΗβΙβη· tbe β·
attended the moving ploture abow at e„m«
Greenwood Tuesday evening.
year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Thompson of Watervllle, ran
Mra. J. R. Tucker la quite 111.
directly In front of an auNewa wan received here Friday night
so that she
of the death from typhoid fever of Hiw,a" '"jnred
ram Berry of Portland, formerly of Weat died at the hospital a few hours later.
Parle.
Tbe dead body of Walter Lyfnrd of
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Tubbs and Miss Fojcroft was found In a
spring on the
Nellie Tribou were guests Tuesday and
Toesday- It Is supposed
startat
H.
Tuell'a.
R.
Tbey
Wedoesday
been ac«n? qaeer7 had
ed Saturday morning with the other
nf
me°,ellJf unbalanced
members of the Tubbs party for Florida,
»h
fell Into the spring. He leaves a wife
where they expect to make their future
listers and brothers.
home. Mr. and Mrs. Tubbs resided on
Portland institutions were well refarm near West Parla,
the Kinsley
where Mrs. Tubbs was reared, for many membered la th. .Ill of lhe l„„ Anni.
years until they moved to Sontb Paris «. Tenney which was filed in probate
eight years ago, end tbey have many court In that city last week. The Maine
·" to receive
friends here who regret their decision to
p
Soolety of Natural Hislocate in so distant a state. Mr. and
Mrs. G. M. Tubbs and daughter Nellie t >ry S6,000, and the Young Men's Chrishave also resided in this section, and tian Association «5,000.
Mr. Harlan Tubbs is also well known
The ancient birch bark canoe of the
here. The good wishes of friends will
dy tr'be of Indians at Pleashome
In
the
new
the
follow
entire party
ant point village, is rapidly disappearing
and enterprise.
Γ,νβΓ* 8Dd Whlle a few
Among those who motored to Frye- or the Inrfu'
Indians have small row boats and
PenE.
W.
Mrs.
fair
were
and
Mr.
burg
"* Crafr" ro ®ake the
ρ
ley, who visited friends and remained trios
ahnnf Passamequoddv
bay, one of
trips about
through the fair, Mr. Brown and Mr.
additioD" *° th« fleet is a motor
Cbilds of North Paris, Ε. M. Stearn*, boat
Charles Aldricb, 0. L. Peabody and
Booth of the Salvation
daughter Madeline, Leroy Everett and
at BanK°r Oct. is ro asHist
daughter Lucy, L. M. Mann, Mr. and
in rh
dedication of the new §20,000
Mrc. Edwin J. Mann and H. R. Tuell.
building of the local army. She will al

ia.
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aiked the artist to attract your attention to oar advertisement*
hit sketches so that they will HOLD
Y0ÏÏH EYE and Hi TERES! YOU. Everybody ia interested
in DOLLAR SIGNS. Everybody ought to be interested in OUB BANS.
We're enterprising, sound, judicious, fair.

OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT HERE.
We pay 2 per cent interest on check account of $500 and over,
hundreds. Interest credited to your account last of every month.

ί

Mrs. Emma J. Davee died at her
home Monday evening at the age of 07
years, after an illness lasting several
months. Mrs. Davee was the widow of
the late Wm. Davee, and leaves a son,
two
P. G. Davee of this town, and
brothers, one in Massachusetts and one
io the West. The fnneral was held from
the Baptist church, Rev. Eleanor B.
Forbes of Gray officiating.
Many floral
offerings testified to the enteem in which
Mrs. Davee was held by a large circle of
friends. She was a member of Good
Faith Rebekah Lodge, the members of
which order attended the funeral in a
body. Burial was in the family lot In
the village cemetery.
The Infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Lewis of Avon, Mass., died at the home
of Mr. Lewis' parents, Mr. and Mrs.
James Lewis, Wednesday morning, aged
one year.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis came
here last week on a visit and the baby
was taken sick almost on theiç arrival.
Rev. F. M. Lamb conducted the service,
and burial was in the Nelson Turner
cemetery Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Warren, Rev. and
Mrs. F. M. Lamb, Mrs. Ο. H. Hersey
and Mrs. Bert Allen attended the Baptist convention in Auburn tbls week.
Howard Sbaw returned to Los Angeles, Calif., Friday, after having spent
bis two week&' vacation with his mothMr. Shaw is employed as a civil ener.

gineer there.
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Lamb preached at the

M.
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Saturday.

Mr. and Mrs. Solon Purinton are entertaining Mrs. Purinton's mother, Mrs.
Brown, and Mr. Purinton's father, of
Waterville.

East

of

narUlSATndle7·
Andrews of

the DlDe yea«- old sun

Lewiston,

packed.

East
Nelson Mann

FarwellV

Bethel.

recently

visited at Porter

hw Κ an automobile In that
bain* hit
by
being
The boy ran
I hursday afternoon.

citv
from
®leotrl° car 'D front of the
auto, which was driven by W. W. Brfgps
also of Lewieton. Fie was struck bv the
mudguard and knocked unconscious
the hospital
mmediatelir and it was found that the

ϊπί!

badly fractured.

2:43
8 an
δ :3ΰ

Black Calf Blucber

For Women:—
Russia Calf Polish

(b)
(e)

Wo. Β Garfield of Boston Is here at 12 .'00 Dinner
bis camp, Saint's Rest, for a three
weeks' vacatioo. This is the thirty- 1:15 Sermon
ilxth year that bis vacation hss been

were

a

baby,

spell.

a

countless special occasions when
heat is wanted, you need

PERFECTION
SMOMlXSfem
light, portable,

inexclean
pensive
and rewick. No kindling, no ashes.
Burns kerosene
easy to handle and
and Odorless.
Smokeless
inexpensive.
to

buy and

to use, easy to

—

At all hardware and
Triangle trademark.

general

stores.

Look for the

Rev. A.

Communion
Adjournment

T. McWh jrter

Postmasters Reappointed.
As the first result of the civil service
in examination of fourtb-olasa postmaster·
list of thirty-three appointment· la the Second Maine District
is announced.
In the Oxford County
offices which are Included in this liât,
the preaent incumbents are reappointed,
except in the East Hiram office, where
Clifton Evans sucoeeds James Evans.
Tbe appointments announced Id Oxford
County are as follows:
Clifton Evans, East Hiram.
Blanche A. Young, South Waterford.
W«lt«r If. Barnes, Andover.
Frank O. Ham, Rrownfleld.
Arthur L. Palmer, But Sumner.
Frank B. Coffin, GUesd.
Caroline P. Harlow, Paris.
Wilbur 8. Crommett, Rldlonvllle.
John Reed, Roxburr.
Roscoe F. Staples, Welchvllle.

Elisabeth Edgerly.

Mr. and Mrs. L· E. Abbott were visiting her unole, Charlie Damon, Sunday.
Frank and Charlie Damon went to Orford to visit their brother Instead of
:heir father as wa· stated in last week's
paper.
Mrs.

Kilgore, mother of Mrs, Ε. E.
tfewcome, died very suddenly of heart

llsease Wednesday morning,
Bert Davis' family of Harrison Is quar1 intined with scarlet fever.

North Waterford.

Mrs. Freeman Stanley, who has been
ι lick for some time, has typhoid fever,
nurse is taking oare of
! md a trained

a

The house on the Ben Berry farm in
MoAUister has finished work
or Mrs. W. H. Kilgore, and Ethle Mc- Dlxfleld was burned early In the morn·
ng of Friday, tne 2d Inst. Mr. and Mrs.
Allister h«s taken her plaoe.
Mrs. R. E. Flske went to Harrison to theater Coolldge had just purchased
1 ueet Mrs. Wm. Fiske, who has been on ι ;be farm, and occupied tbe bouse for
two weeks' visit with ber sister In ι he flrat time that night. Tbe fire startid from some unknown eanse In a part
J Tew York.
Harry Sawin's oloslng out sale in bis >f the houae used by the former occuI >ants for atoring aome of their gooda.
1 tore began Oot. 6th.
<
the things In the nouse
Spool mill business Is very doll, bnt I )nly a few of
Intend to start In and vere saved, both families losing nearly
iDderstand

tbey

JS4 h

When
we

day or a cold night one of the
something different for Underwear.

have

a

cool

first

things

Some persons wear
light underwear the
whole year
For these

Winter

Medium

Summer
through.
people we
a

good variety of
union and two-piece
underwear.

People

like

For those who put

general

in

between underwear to wear a
few

a

weeks

in

on

the

thing

to do.

have this

a

new

stock.

Our

variety is large,
comprising union!»
and two-piece, 50c

We

kind

underwear.

underwear

to show you

ready

Fall and Spring.
It's really the sensi-

ble

heavy

at this time we are

of

50 c,

75c, $1.00, unions
$1.00and $[.50.

up

to

$3.00.

SUITS
SWEATERS

MACKINAWS

FOR YOUR MONEY
protection of the "oldest and strongest
County" for s ifeguarding your money.

We offer the
in Oxford

This Bank started business in 187a at the time when this
country was recovering from the tfleets of the great Civil War.
By its clean and honorable record and its faithfulness to its
deposi ors during those troublesome times and by its conduct through
the panics of 1873, 18S4, 1893 and 1907 it has clearly demonstrated
its

strength.
It points

with pride to its 42 years of achievement as your best
of
future conduct.
its
guarantee
the pleasure of counting you among our hunhave
we
May

dreds of other satisfied

depositors?

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF

MAINE.

NORWAY,

BALMAGAANS

National Bank

F. H. Noyes Co.

little Acorns Grow

Plant

an

advertisement in the

Democrat and then watch
it grow results.

ill their honsebold goods. Tbe barn
ras some distance from the honse and
1
ras not burnad.
1

__

Norway

FALL LAP ROBES!
You need

and

a

good wool

or

plush robe this Fall. I can
$1.50, $2.00, $2.75, $3.50

good
lap
$5.00.
Single plush $1.75 and $2.00.
Double plush $3.00 to $7.50.

sell you

sized wool

01

Great Oaks from

(2 Stores)

South Paris

James N.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY

ι

1

we

think about is

COME AND SEE OUR NEW

Marjorie

next week.
Tena McAllister Is working for Mrs.
Valter Lord.

Men's Underwear

Farm House Burned In Dlxfield.

ter.

1 rork some

BLUE STORES

have at all times

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK
Buffalo
New York
Boston
Albany

Church
Sunday School

ΑΚΤΚΗΝΟΟΝ

38-2

Just Now We are Selling
Three Kinds of Underwear

HEATERS

Association.

Rev. G. M. Graham
Organized Woman's Work
Rev. R. Ε Gllkey
Discussion

Telephone

when you
you'd have been
cold and croupy
one

extra

NORWAY, MAINE.

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

warming cold corners and
isolated upstairs rooms, and for

The Perfection is

Kor 13.00

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.

For

Rev. D. L. Pettenglll
Young People's Societies

Waterford.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Harvey were
South Paris Sunday visiting their friend, held laat July,

Mrs.

we'd do without this Perfection

Smokeless Oil Η eater.11

WEDNESDAY MORNING
9 KM Devotion
9:15 Unfinished Business
9:30 Topic: Auxiliaries of the Country

Friday selling apples.

spent here.

KNOWS,"
says grandmother, "what

saved many

For «100

Black Calf Polish

U/^OODNESS

"If I'd only had

For |3.0»>

.......

! Black Calf Polish

Baby's Morning Dip

For $4 I»

.......

I Russia Calf Polish

Discussion
Rev. Malcolm MacKay

The

For 14.00
For 15.00

.......

Black Calf Blucber

Woman's Hour
Supper at vestry

(a)

For 11 t>i
For $1 Ou

........

Black Calf Bale

KVENINO
Τ :30 Praise sorvlco
Τ :4S Address, The European Situation
Rev. F. D.Tubbs, A. M..S.T D.

with Leon Bennett on his retnrn from
Lewiston.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Buckmao went as
usual to the Brockton fair.
Win York was taken sick while threshing at Azel Wilson's and was carried to
his home at the lower town.
Dennis Perren of Errol was In town

For fl.OO

.......

Russia Calf Bale

Dinner at veetry.
AFTERNOON
Le<l by Moderator
Devo lonal service
Huslncne
Topic : The Country ( hurch—
(a) Its Mission and Aim
Rev. W. C. Curtis
(b) Its Most Vital Forres
Rev. R. J. Bruce
(c) Its Greatest Obstacles
Rev. J. K.Carter
Sermon

good

For Men we have:—

Russia Calf Bale

TUESDAY

1:15
1 :S0
1M

a

line of them.

The Oxford Association of Congregational Churches meets with the ohurch
at East Snmner, Tuesday and Wednesday, Oot. 13 and 14. The program of
tbe sessions is as follows:
12 KM)

We have

These Rubber Sole Shoes are very comfortable and durable.

lmm?<?i?'.k00kJtheb°yt0

Oxford Congregational

Wilson's Mills.
Lewis Olson and Win York were In
town the first of the week threshing
grain with the new gasoline threshing
maohine owned by W, W. Lionel),
Mrs. Josephine Littlebale and little
grandson Weston of Auburn oame up

MAINE

With Rubber Soles and Heels

κ?

profession.

Miss A. J. Caie of Berlin, N. FT, was a
guest the past week at C. M. Kimball's.
Freeborn Bean has gone to Lowell,
Mass., where he has work in the electrical department of a large mill.
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Prost and daughter, Miss Maijorie, of Kingfleld, visited
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Kimball. the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ο. M. Jones have closed
their home here and gone to Canton,
where tbey are working for Mr. and
Mrs A. 0. Rich.
Everett Mitchell of Hanover has moved into the store here recently purchased
of J. H. Swan. They are living in the
store rent.

UNDERWEAR

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S BOOTS

was

PerhaPS ffttally iDjured by

«ri

ElishaSnow Newell of Farmingdale,
who is without doubt one of the bent
known railroad men in the state of
Maine, Oct. 2, celebrated bis 78th birthday. After 45 years of service on the
Maine ('entrai, most of tbe time as engineer, "Uncle Elisha" is in splendid
health and his mind Is ae active an when
he was many years younger and held tbe
throttle of an engine drawing a special
train bearing such celebrities as Horace
Greeley or James 6. Rlaine. When he
was 74 years of age be was still actively
engaged as a railroad engineer, retiring
about (our years ago, although still able
duties of the
to perform the arduous

Mr. ami Mrs. John B. Burdittof Wakefield, Mass., are guests at J. E. Mclntire'e.
L. E. Mclntire was one of the judges
of cattle at the Pryehurg fair. His wife
accompanied him. Mrs. B. 6. Mclntire,
son and daughter, and Mrs. L'«le Sawin
attended the fair.
The MoWain corn shop finished can
Ding the 3d. 385,000 cans of oorn were

CADET HOSIERY

asïsarr e/hayed

Russell

Waterford.

FOREST MILLS

NORWAY,

Fire destroyed the farm buildings of
J. Hideout of Harris QUI in
C. Poland Wednesday afternoon, the loss
Born on
Kidder, a son,
being estimated at about $1200 with a.
Will Bryant is making apple barrels partial insurance. Mr. and Mrs. Russell
at bis mill at East Pern, and they are were at work in a field near the bouse
sold as fast as they are made.
when Mrs. Russell noticed smoke com
0. Babb's ing from the roof and the fire had made
There was a husking at L
That is kind of old fashion- such bead way that it could not be conon the 7th.
ed.
trolled. It was only by hard work that
Mrs. Howard Turner has returned other houses in the vicinity were saved.
home from the hospital at Rumford, Most of tbe furniture was gotten out as
where she has been for an operation.
well as the stock and farming tools but
Henry Chase is sick again with his old about twenty-four tons of bay that was
trouble.
in tbe barn was burned.

Peru.
the 3d, to the wife of Β

ESSEX AND

AND

rep

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

I0

.yh«

generously

WAYNE KNIT

harh°r b^'Dg

'»
"Thursday, John H. Grondin of Watervllle was found guilty on an
indictment charging him with assault
with intent to kill bis wife Zelia GronWaS 0Ut less tb»"
hnnr
for tbe state claim
attempted to kill bis
f
tbe *as· thinking
M be
that «be would
toat
asphyxiated The
by reaso° °f «c«pattorneys for tbe defence

very

are

reasonably priced.

resented and

More acres and more Dueueie or oats
have been raised in Aroostook this year
than ever before. Almost every farmer
has increased his acreage of oats, some
of them a good deal. One farmer we
have in mind bad only fonr acres last
year, which he did not harvest till nearly time for snow to come, owing to lateThis year be has
ness and bad weather.
already threshed 1,S00 bushels. The
grain this year is thoroughly excellent,
and our people have been having a most
beautiful time In which to harvest and
thresh It, says the Fort Fairfield Review.

Bates Street Baptist church in Lewiston
Sunday, Oct. lltb, aod Rev. E. A. Davis
supplied the pulpit here.
The ladies of the Baptist circle will
give a harvest supper aDd entertainment
at Grange Hall Wednesday evening, Oct.
14.
Chester Tuttle of Bridgton was here

•

gets the
place in the New
England states, the allotment for that
,?105·000· ΙβΙβ8 0f Shoals
harbor, also in Maine, gets $5,000.
»

UNDERWEAR
BLANKETS

HOSIERY
RIBBONS
LACES
SILKS
FURS
SWEATERS
GLOVES

A

SOUTH PARIS

missionary
Hall under
minieteria'

The allotment of 120,000,000 for the
improvement of rivers and harbors anpropriated by CoDgre«s this year was

THE NEW

ever

ParisTeust Commny

All Souls' Congregation-

be held in

to

Several of our musical people attended
the Maine Festival concert· in Portland skull was

tbis week.

'"

?
al church

on

Savings Department Connected with

B?l,1ll.Det0D
ArEmVa Wj

Buckfield.

COATS
SUITS
WAISTS
SKIRTS
DRESSES
DRESS GOODS
WASH GOODS
Tiir iinii

WE in this paper by making

κ''*

if

This is the Season of
Newness

WITH
US

-ηΕ,Γ| ^
Π*
hÎl WnÎlr He,waiborn,n
wÏ.otÎ"

ήιΟΧ .»Λ

Successors to S. B. and Z. S. Prince

MONEY

anl£

1

Ζ. L. MERCHANT &, CO.

robes

Favor, SZiZSKT"

Main St,

Norway, Main·.

B/ERLASTlf

ffif—r

eg

$1.60,-1.90,-8Λ6 per square

ΚΠΠΡίΜΓ
ΛννΓUlVJ

S· P. Maxim & Son

^

Π

SOLD ONLY BY

Sooth

Pari·,

Maine

mm—

The Oxford Democrat
>

:th Pans, Maine, October 13, IQ14

Mrs. Ana» H.

Hay··

I·

present week is Lewiaton.

«pending

A few from this village attended
fair at Fryeburg last week.

the
the

Nineteen member· of Paris Grange at·
tended Pomona at OtUfield last Tuesday.

Boy Shot by Accident.

Mr·. E. C. Torrej and daughter Franvisiting Mr·. Torrey'· parent· In
Dixfield.

CO LIÂT HAYKS OF MXXICO ΘΟΤ IN F BO NT

ce· are

Mr·. Sumner Tncker baa been visiting
relatives in Bethel the past week.

OF

NORWAY.

■

Fryeburg Fair

*

A^L.

The Philatheas will meet with Mr·.
While some boys were out Id the pas
Buck wm in Boston the first of
Tiriell on Park Street Taeaday tare at Mexico on
Mies Verni Howe baa been » guest of George
Monday, the 5tb, Colin the week on business.
afternoon at 2:30.
Hayes, 15 year· of age, was shot through
Rev. and Mrs. J. E. Little of Bethel.
Mrs. Freeland Young is visiting
§ογτη par;» rosr vmca.
The Good Cheer Society will meet the bead by a rifle in the band· of a com- tives at
Bert Swallow haa gone to Freeport,
Bryant's Pond.
and
died
in
a
M.
7
■.
the
few
A.
JO
P.
lo
7ΛΙ
hoapital
0«ce Hour·
Wednesday afternoon at 3:30 at the panion,
Herberts. Wood has given up bis
where he bas a position for the winter.
boars
later.
The
Hayes boy, Napoleon rooms over Richardson's meat market
store of Misa Thayer.
Cyr and Alfred Thomas, went oat to- tnd has taken a rent in Owen P. Brooks
ΟΐΛ.«ί> TRCXK RAILWAY.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Edwards of DixMr. and Mr·. P. E. Wheeler are in gether, tbe Cyr
boy having a 32-callber bouse on Pleasant Street.
tield recently called on friends in this
Beginning Sept. Λ», 1913.
Wakefield, Miss., for a few days, to visit rifle. As tbey were resting under a tree
TRAT*» LXAV* SOCTH PARI·
,.\un„
village.
Laura J. Reed, who has been in falling
Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. Wheeler.
tbe Cyr boy pointed upward and ex3
36
a.
K»«i
m..
-χι
expreaa. dally,
·-.
health for some time, passed away SaturMrs. Emily Cook visited her sinter,
s.».. tally except Suaday; 4p. nt.,
Many thousands of barrels of apple· slaimed, "See that bird? I'm going to day. Oct. 2, at the home of her sister,
Mrs. Needharo, at Bethel, the first of
iboot it," and raised his rifle and shot,
el. ·.... laliy.
are yet to be picked, but the inducement
Mrs. John L. Fisher, Wrentham, Mass.
U J 3i, express, ilally; last week.
Wert
rbe Hayes boy, oot seeing tbe bird, got
for picking is so far pretty small.
i.. lallj exceptSunday; 838 p.m..
Mies Reed was born in
March
bis
so
to
feet
to
look
in
for
and
doing 3 1837, daughter of Norway,
it,
Rev. Ε A. Davis and daughter Faith,
C. and
exprt**. tally.
Henry
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Evans of Errol, N. zot in
hit
of
the
bullet
shot.
The
range
)f Lewiaton, were in town celling on
CUCBCHM.
H., are visiting their parents, Mr. and blm in the back of the head and came out Martha Millett Reed. Funeral «β"1""
were held at Wrentham and the body
agregatlonal Church. Β·τ. A. 1. Mc- friends Friday.
Mrs. I. F. Evans, coming in their auto.
it the forehead.
I'r-s- L'.Eit service, 10 4Λ a jr. I
•ras brought to Norway and interred in
Mr. and Mrs. Dennison of Harrison
V P. 3. C. E. 6 ν
V> a *
The Universalist Mission Circle will
Pine Grove cemetery Thursday. Pr»J«r
Evening «ervtce ΤΛ) c. M.; Church «ere guests at George R. Morton's the
week
meet
afternoon
of
this
Tuesday
A somewhat similar shooting accident, *ae offered at the grave by Rev. C. G.
Wednesday evening at 730 p. m
irst of the week.
with Mrs. Chas.
Pleasant
•..-.erwlae connected, are cordially la
Dunbam,
but without fatal consequences, occur- Miller of South Paris.
Mrs. Laurinda Skiliings of Lewiston is Street at 2:30.
Mrs. Izab Pike Fogg of Montreal bas
red at Dixfleld on Sunday, tbe 4th. Two
1. Spear, Pastor
■>t Chori h. Rot. C
be guest of her daughter, Miss Jennie
rn'.ri rayerme«»t!ng 10 τ» a. M.
λ
Doys, Clayton Turner and Ear! McClure, seen the guest of her sister, Mrs. w
Farmers
that
under
should
remember
» a.
Sabbath Schoo
«killings on Pleasant Street.
the present regulations, all potatoes that rere hunting squirrels, and as tbey Purrington, for a few days. Mrs. Fogg
M.;
■_w -tr L>ague Meeting t>OU P.
Wedne-taT evening 7 JO; claa·
Neil Lovejoy ban finished work at the are to be shipped out of the state mast ivere on opposite sides of a tree on which olayed at the moving pictures Tuesday
She holds a
bere was a squirrel the Turner boy iod Wednesday evenings
«· fc'rMay -enlng 7 30.
and accepted a position with first be inspected.
.'rcb, Rev. E. A. I>avta, Pastor oy shop
ired, and tbe McClure boy just then limilar position at the Strand , Mon
Irthur
at Oxford.
Sab
ii
rvl.e 1 15 a

SOUTH PARIS.

...

«

:ng
V. P. S C. E. «13 ρ M.;
p.m.; Wednesday evening
All arv
Seat# free

ν

■

Cummings

I

ι, Rev ChesterUore Miller,
-ervlce every Sunday at
»·
\y School at 12 *. Y. P. C. C
-·

Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Swan have gone
ο housekeeping in one of
the rents of
drs. Alice Thayer on Main Street.

Nelson Griffin and wife have finished
their labors with A. D. Cummings on
Fore Street, Oxford, and returned to
their home on Myrtle Street in this vil-

lage.

Hon. and Mrs. James S. Wright have
>een in Portland for a
few days on a
George H. Clifford started Monday
combined business and pleasure trip.
morning to visit relatives at Mexico,
mketisos.
and will prooably attend the Oxford
Reguiar |
V
Lodge, No. iH.
Fred Wiggin has moved hie family
'3 or before full moon,
Congregational Association at East
rom the rent on Park Street to the rent
meetr.t "lea
regular
odge.
Sumner.
iver the store on Main Street, where he
··-.
of each weeV—Aurora
J .nlrl Monday evening»
Mr. and Mrs. C. Ellis McAllister are
s now in business.
to move to Calais
e -in Rebekah Lodge. No.
Mrs. Ο. K. Yates returned to her home making preparations
the last of tbe present month, where Mr.
fourth Fridays of each I
η West Paris
after
Friday afternoon,
«s' Ball.
McAllister will continue work at his
all Poet, No. 14». uee>e | pending a few days with her niece, Mrs.
trade as painter.
τ lay evenings
of each
'has. R. Dunbam.
V.
\.
Stanley Shurtleff is in Boston, where
rele, Ladles of the ti.A
William Stiles is visiting his daughter
he began work early in September in a
-1 Saturday evening* of
α
Massachusetts and his
grandson, good
ν rmy Hall.
position with the Riker-Jaynes Co.,
Îichard Stiles, who is now a student at
L
hamnerlaln camp meets
who operate a chain of drug stores all
larvard University.
.jchi after the full of the
over the country.
η·»η.
-*rge. asoeie flrst and third
Mrs. Anion Churchill, who suffered a
Asa F. Ellingwood of East Hebron,
:.:h, In <*! ange Hall.
hock while at work at tbe corn shop re: an 1 fourth Monday· of
formerly a resident of South Paris and
ently, is improving Mrs Mahern of well known here, fell from a tree while
tflOntfiea
•ewiston is staying with her.
ay Brook Lodge, No. 181,
picking apples a few days since and
rtn Wednesday evenings
There will be a dance at Granpe Hall struck bis head on a rock, sustaining a
|t, No. 31. meek· ever7
riday evening. Oct. 16, both floors, severe injury.
·„
: il P-ttlan Hail.
h
lusic by Siiaw's Orchestra, under the
Gladys Beulah Powers of Boston in
Wï ·» η attended the music
îanagement of Pans Grange.
her original and unique operetta of Jap! rtland last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Bird are visiting anese songs and stories will appear at the
leir eon, Roy J Bird, at Providence. R. South Paris Baptist church, on Monday
-<:ewart of Sabattus bis been
f his son, Dr. D. M.
and will also visit relatives in Wor- evening, Oct. 20, under the auspice» of
Stewart.
Admission 35
sster. Mass., before their return home. the Baptist Ladies' Aid.
; : a .'·»*■ Jay*.
cents.
Entertainment at S o'clock.
S.
John
Carver went to his home in
aiys spiller is in Portland,
An invitation has been extended by
»' ·» baa a position in the store of
uburn Friday night to remain until
[iroj. Co.
;
[onday night, there being no session of tbe Christian Eudeavor Society of the
ie high schoo1 Monday, it being CoiumBaptist church to the societies of tbe
a
Stanley of South Portland us Day.
South Paris and Norway Congregational
<■
few days of his vacation with
churches to join tbern in a tuarshmailow
Paris Grange voted to hold an all day toast on
ves here last week.
:
Friday evening of this week.
Oct. 31 in observance of its 40th Thev will meet at the
leeting
enne is running the level on the
Baptist church at
West Paris and Hebron
aniversary.
7:30.
ad being surveyed from Poiand
ί;
A special program
ranges are invited.
4 through to Norway.
Dean J. Tolman of Boeton was the
being prepared.
juest over Sunday of his parents, Mr.
Ellen F. Cnmmin^s of Mechanic
J. M. Millett, who has a large crop of ind Mrs. C. E. Tolman. Mr. Tolman
·. sited at Wirt Stanley's Tuesday
i
pples, has shipped two car loads across hae been for years with the New EngWednesday of last week.
>e water and will take
his chances on and
Telephone Co. He is now adjuster
V> L VV Jack of Woodfords «ai a
îtting good prices in the European ?f claims in Boston for the company,
.·
η the family of her brother. S*. D.
arkets, provided they arrive safely.
ind bolds an important position in the
a number of days last week.
council of the company.
The "World's Fair" at Waterford Fri- advisory
M
C. Β Keene of North Bucktield
weather continues,
fall
Our tine
ly and Saturday drew about the usual
% ,.
Even the :hough we are evidently going to get
jmber from this place.
guest of her daughters, Mrs. F.
,-ner and Mrs. L.
M. Winelow, a
\
tnornof
weather
the
storm which has
be wind following
Saturday
ireatenicg
few :aya last week.
g did not keep many at home who had
jassed us by during the past few days,
anned to go.
rhere was a time when we might expect J
M V. McAlister and family of
;.·
week storm" to break the i
McAlieter's
were gues s of Mr*.
Tbe Delta Alphas will meet at the ves- ;be "court
but tbe tradition has become a
; >r-r ··*. Mr and Mrs. Ο. Ε Barrows, a
y of Deering Memorial Church on [ Irougbt,
hing of the past. The drought is getlew ays last week.
bursdav evening, Oct. l">!h. This is
ing more than severe.
ie first mee'ing since the summer vacaV ■> Ε I. lireene and her youn>i son
n. and it is hoped that every member
About thirty Christian Endeavorers
»
a
ihter made a two days' visit to
ill try and be present.
j rom tbe Baptist church of South Paris,
»; ves iu Portland last week, and Mrs
icd Norway and South Paris Congregaireeoe attended the music festival.
The Tubbs family party consisting of1 ional churches attended
tbe Trinity '
arian P. Tubbs, bis two sons. G. M. 1
\ basket ball court has been raarkJnion Convention at Oxford Oct. 0.
>'
ubhs and A L. Tubbs with their wives ; Some made tbe
it at the high school
grounds
trip in a hayrack and reid Miss Nellie Tubbs and Miss Nellie »ort a
1 the boys aie getting outdoor prac
good time on the way. The adin
No football team will
t: the game.
eaton, left for their new home
j iresses by Mr. Jones and Rev. R. J.
be r^amzed this fall.
oyett, near Tampa, Florida, Saturday Bruce were enjoyed by all.
■

«

umped

in range. Fourteen
emoved from bis body, and
)e no serious results.

shot were
there will

'"rank L. Jewell Is working for Merton

iVyman picking apples.
Elmer Cordwell and family of Lynchée have moved t° Norway and will oc-

The October Court.
On Tuesday the October term of Sujreroe Judicial Court for Oxford County
rill open at South Paris, Justice George
?. Haley presiding. A new grand jury
be empaneled
or the coming year will
["uesday morning, and venires for grand
md traverse jurors have been returned
is follows:

of Mrs. Abbieι J. Tubbs rents
:upy
Mr.
is em,η Main Street.
jloyed by the Electric Light Co.
Rev. E. A. Davis called on friends
He was on his way to the
îaDtist state convention in Auburn.
Mre. Emma J. Bicklord of Η.ηοτ,τ
kfass., is visiting her sons, Robert and
one

Cprd^ell

klondày.

voox

Blckford.

t»,«l
Eula Bicknell has returned from. the
employed
langeleys where she hae
brough the summer. Miss Bicknen is
iow taking the commercial course at
he high school.
Myron Farnura is having a
rom his work at the A. L. Clark Drng

G BAND JURORS.
A. M. Andrews, Woodstock.
Charles R. Bean, Hiram.
Vivian Bc&rce, Hebron.
James F. Bl< knell. Buckfleld.
Joseph B. Cole. Parle.
Howard O. Coy. Oxford.
H. B. Eastman, Fryeburg.
John S. Fove, Canton.
Arthur Gauthier, Rumford.
W. W.Goodwin. Mexico.
Charles S. Hamlin, Waterford.
Thomas P. Holt, Dixfleld.
Algernon C. Jewett, Denmark.
Chester A. Llns-ott. Brownfleld.
A.M. Pottle, LoTell.
Moses B. Robbing. Porter.
Paul C. Thurston, Bethel.

Big

GOOD EXHIBITS IN ALL

Miss Elizabeth Thomas attended the
Baptist state convention In Auburn last

COMPANION'S β UN.

a

^en

Born.

Succès*.

Peru, Oct. 3, to the wife of B. C. Kidder, a
•on.
In Worcester, Hue., Oct. 8, to the wife of
Erneet Barlow, a daughter.
In Nashua, Ν. H Sep». 28. to the wife of
George C. Leavltt, a eon, William Lloyd.
In

DEPARTMENTS

AND A LARGE ATTENDANCE.

With the fairs at Fryeburg and Water
ford the past week the season of count]
fairs in Oxford County came to a ver;
successful close. Nearly all have enjoy
ed fine weather conditions tbis year anc
as a natural result many of tbem liavi 1
hung up a new record In the matter ο F
attendance.
This year's exhibition at Fryeburg
was one of tbe best tbe society then
has ever held. A large number of those
present on tbe middle day came in autoi
and found the dust from the roads rath
er uncomfortable, but outside of thii
unavoidable discomfort tbe weather con
ditioos were ideal and the attendanoc
was somewhat ahead of any previou
year. In tbe exhibition ball besides thi
exhibits of fruits and vegetables by indi
viduals, which was large, there was als<
space allotted to fonr granges, whicl
made attractive and interesting displays
were Kezar Lake ο
These granges
North Loveli, Fryeburg of Fryeburg
Mt. View of Conway and Pequawket ο
Center Conway.
There was an abundance of live stocl
and poultry, some hotly contested pull
ing both by oxen and horses and a lot ο ^
good racing. While the fields were no :
large, split heats were the rule rathe
than the exception and all were out t(
win. The summary for the races fo r
the three days follows.
2 ril Trot or 2:30 Pace ; Puree $300.
112 1
Mary Heir, bm (Nelson)
2 3 1 ;
Raymond G bb (Pottle)
3 2 3 I
Legal Voter, be (Haddock)
4 8 4 t
br
κ
(Llnfcott)
Motorllght,
Time, 2:30, 2 361-2,2 SS1-4, i "281-4
2 21 Trot.

Puree

$200.

Montbert.be. (Mayberry)
Leach Girl, bm (Foes)
Lord Wilkes, bh (Nelson)
Time, 2:23 1-2, 2 ."23 1-4, 2.25

1 1
2 2
3 3

or

<Harrled.

unu >ru,

iuv;<*i

orning.

luuiuci

ieaiers, bave accepted a contract (rum
a b Jdeford tirm to
supply them wtih
twenty car loads of pine lumber, and are
at present shipping a car load a day.

τλ■»m

VxA;..κ..η·ΡΑ

t.

u

schools of tbe town today witb apMost of the school
ill be in session and the Friday followc Thanksgiving le the day when the
However the
hool· will be closed.
gh school is taking its holiday at the
esent Cime.
e

■opriate exercises.

Λ number of the Baptists were at Auburn !ast week in attendance on the
*tate convention, among them Geo. B.
Mckett, Mr·. L. C Morton. Mis#
Hivards. Mrs. J. £. March and Misai
V
a Murcb.
h
While Mrs. Maurice Noyes was in
Portland to attend the Maine Music
seventeenber
Christine,
Festival,
ruonths-old daughter, was a guest tn the I
home of Mr. and Mrs. J J. Merrill, and
she was we are
a must welcome guest

Annie]
I

sure.

the
of
The anniversary meeting
omen's Home Missionary Society was
■Id at the Deering Memorial church
ednesdav afternoon. Mrs. Hattie Mil-,
tt presided and tbe program consisted
an
address by Miss Kabala of the
|
eaconess Home of Portland, a solo by
(
i»· Jessie Tolman with Mrs. Agnes
ortoo as accompanist and the singing
1
a
hymn tbe words of wbich were
ritten by Mrs. Julia Abbott. It proved
very interesting meeting.

Mrs. C T. Buck and Mrs. Sarah Clark
^killings
have had their houses on
Avenue connecte*! with the sewer. On
Paris Grange will hold its next reguWestern Avenue the county will lay a
la r meeting Saturday, Oct. IT, at 1:αϋ
|
connection from the court house, and "
The program is:
clock
nearly if not quite all the houses on tbe
Choir
far
as
street, from the court house
What will beautify the
Ε rth as the sewer goes, will be connect- j
Leon Brooke 1
·"■
Lottie Gates
»',,DK
Choir
V special meeting of the Indies of tbe ν
G. Λ R. is called for Friday evening,
( ·. 16th, the occasion being tbe auuuai
,.llu ι» mtMtpr Oyml br
:
The state in-1 1*1
-ction of the Circle.
g
tor has sent a request that it occur
Bg
oc "hat
evening and it is especially
Some strawberries were shown the
.«-d that each member make au effurt
one day last week which were
Members of the post are : D
present.
invited.
1P' eked in tbe garden of H G. Brown of
eut Paris fn>m plants set in the spring,
jbtiess the oldest busker wuo has -pj in were not set with the expectation
of
Ox
been a? work at the corn shops
0f picking fruit from them this fall, but
f r i unty this fall is W H. Porter of
,-ueh ripened in the fine weather so
He
Ν *ay, who was 1*2 last May.
at Mr. Brown'· family bad them on the
b -«
at the South Taris factory a I ta ble.
In this connection it may be men·
ti
»<r of days during the run. walking l
>ned that several people have picked
f:
h s home in Norway, a distance of
)»? wild raspberries within the past
η
re than a mile, and
making a good
>ek or two, but that is nothing uncomsir g t >r a day's work.
m in warm October days.
ai: s appears to be the
popular fall
Advertised letters and cards in South
A court bas been laid
2a'. "bis year.
,ris poet office Oct. 12, 1914:
a the brick school house yard and a
ill»* Thelma A. Lappant.
net a·· been streched near the school
K. Matterson.
M aloes.
»ercv
!;
for the smaller children to use,
'eler Varmetele.
η
secured
ν of whom have
racquets.
1rs. Kva Uolz
I Goo«e.
irt in the rear of the Congregat
loseph E. Green.
church belonging to the Tennis
iamuel Goodman.
of the
* also in use a greater part
1rs. Desantelle.
It's a good game for all, and well
C. Raymond.
J. Slmerovâky.
Ί «erviog of its present popularity.
II. Cushman.
1rs. S. E. Cousins.
Kreelaud Penley is visiting his little
fr;-n
S. F. Davis, P. M.
Leslie Marston. in Portland, for a
:.·ν
r two, and will extend his
trip on
was enjoyed
A.
evening
pleasant
very
to· «abridge, Mas*., where two of his.
Mt Pleasant Rebekah Lodge and its
irac i* as, Frank and Jesse Manley, are! 5
when
children's
eats on Friday
night
:ik' themselves for a missionary life
The program was by tbe
w is observed.
ir. In : la. Their father and mother have I
r<l·
there
were
after
which
ung people
»;
thirty-four of tbe best years of
«ahments and a sociable in which old
and
t
ves as missionaries in India,
r
d young joined. The program was as
Mr.
are s' il there engaged in the work
llows:
Peu ey will also visit his stepdaughter.
...c-Vlolln an.l n.no....Graoean-Ι M.Dean
Mr·. Âddie Mathews, in Beverly, and
lC»1 *®'.®
r· atives in numerous other towns of
Miriam Sort
'·'· filenna Starblnl
M u*acbusetts.
toikii of Rose·*,''
Strtabbog
Mrs. Chute .ml Elinor
Λ good audience was again delighted
cil
by :he organ playing of Dr. Minor C.
»no l>uet-"Merry
^
Baldwin at the Universallst church

j

|f i£r.

|s

'°p'[ s

^

1°°»"

—«as

imocrat

■

j

3P·

Tuesday evening.

a^to

SopermerDe4n
go-K.unrj.in

Helen Paterson

Dr. Baldwin's semusic that was
classical and some that was "popular,"
that is. as nearly popular as a self-respecting organist can play in these ragtime days. The recital was given as
tbe entertainment in connection with
the annual harvest supper of the Good
Cheer Society, which was served at 6:45,
was excellent in quality, and provided
two hundred
eustenance for nearly

tuo Solo—"Centeiinal Schottlsche."

Tbe degree staff of Mt. Mica Lodge,
I. Ο. O. F., bas commenced work for
tbe coming fall and winter season. The
Initiatory degree was worked at a recent
meeting and tbe First degree will be
worked at the meeting Thursday evening of this week. Brothers from out of
town who are here attending court are
cordially invited to be preeenr. An Invitation has been extended to Harrison
Lodge of Harrison and Oxford Lodge of
North Waterford to visit Mt. Mica
Lodge on the evening of Oct. 22d, Harrison Lodge being requested to work
the Second degree at that time.

.FUno

lertins included

some

people.

be the longest
here went west
Wednesday forenoon. It consisted of
•eventy-Ove box care, doubtless all
empties, at least moat of them were.
Coming in just ahead of tbe passenger
train, it took the west siding, and with
the engine at the extreme north end of
the tiding by tbe Paris Manufacturing
C'o.'s factory, the caboose was some distance below the station, almost at tbe
Pleasant Street crossing. A train of
What is thought to
freight train ever seen

Mveotj-five freight
Bore
was

la

qui'·

a

little

mile long. This train
one of tbe "500 clase" en-

than half

drawn bj

gin··,

cars

a

which are

powerful machine·.

Elinor

Soper

Magrudtr

The second harvest supper of the week
Oong the village churches took place at
e
Congregational church Thursday
en.ng and was not as well attended as
e excellence of the supper and the enrtainment which followed
ie enterUinment was one of music in
arge of Μη». Briggs and was as fol-

deserve^

Duet—"Daughter·

-3ong—"The Carnival"
-Piano 9ok>—"Spinning

ofSpaln^
--..Mr·.

---

W1

.so

Son«I{tuth Mcwhorter

<*onir— ία) "Thy Beaming Eyes,''
■*""

ffi "Tùou Art

-Vocal

».

ω.

.

Trio—"summer's Good-bye,
MUa Leach. Ml·· Thayer. Mr·. Smiley

A meeting of the South Pari· Village
is called to be held at Enne House Hall Thursday evening, Oct
"To see if the corporation will vote
defray half the expense of erecting a
ite house and putting in a gate "*·*«»»·
irner of the fair grounds on Paris Street
control tbe connection between the
ater systems o! the Tillage· of Norway
id South Pan·, and to provide for_ tthe
ivment of the necessary expense there-

jrporatlon

?"

Tbe Norway Village Corporation
>ted last Monday evening to pay ha
It to
,e expense of this
! cour·· well known that a 8*
cist, between the two
the etreet where It may not aiways
acceeslble, especially to the win

construction.

iadily

r and there may
,lty i0 finding it.

»onaetlme·
To make the oece·-

even

to the
[rychaage·it will
pl£
ooat about 1300.
over

the

Whose trade

Norway, Oct. 5, by Margaret A. Baker,
duly authorized, Mr. Jonn M. Clark of 8outh
Parla and Mlu Gladys M. Dearborn of Norway
In Brockton, Ma··., Sept. 16, by Ber. J.
Stanley Durkee, Mr. George B.Tltcombof South
Part· and Mis» Addle M. Fairfield of Bocton.
In Mechanic Falls, Oct. S. by Rev. Charles E.
Brooks, Mr. George William Hall of Mechanic
Fall· and Ml·· Alice Mae Billing· of South
Pari·.
In Bethel, Sept. 3", by Rev. Frank E. Barton,
Mr. Clyde E. Rtchanleùn and Ml·· F. Lyle
Blanchard, both of Gorham, Ν.D.H.L.
Joslln, Mr.
In Bethel. Oct. 4, bv Rev.
Leslie Davis of Portsmouth, Ν. H., and Mies
Marie Swan of Bethel.
In Brownfleld, Oct. 4, by Rev. H. H. Hoyt,
Mr. Harry W. Lord and Miss Gladys Madeline
Boynton, both of Brownfleld.
In North Coowav. S. H„ Oct. 3, Mr. Frank
Wallace Harmon and Miss Hazel Gladys Wentworth, both of Browofl< 11.
In Brownfleld, Sept. 27, by Rev. L. F. McDonnld, Mr. Daniel Durgln an 1 Miss Hilda
Vlnty, both of Brownflel t.
In Mexico, Oct. 3, by Nathan G. Footer, E?<|,
Sir. Alden J. Q ilmby of Mexico and Miss Margaret McManus of Lynn, Mass.

j

But

We Don't Sell
Clothes to Everybody
Could
we

in this

'carMJuck

For

Boy.

j

^

th,®

delivered^

Don't suffer

longer with

RHEUMATISM

I

j

J]

j

to tell you the

us

qmlity

;

and cut of every suit.
suit: is the best that best

we can

Displaying all the finer points of tailoring, displaying all the later style points—and many of them

rect.

are

conservative models that

a man can wear

for

two

seasons, and we have them from

$8.00 to $18.00

EASTMAN & ANDREWS

—

FOR SALE.

people
proud of,

the best

we are

say is this—Every
best
fabrics,
trimmings, best tailoring, and best designit. A number of different models—all
make
can
ing
Several different fabrics and colors—all corcorrect.

All

2:23

irk in

vicinity—selling

to

them clothes

ΙΓ1 POSSIBLE

CLOTHIERS AND FURNISHERS

|

^ck·

ladder—selling

and you will be proud of—at prices fully as low as
you will pay for ordinary goods. You want the best
don't you? You will get it here at the right prices.

aped

Jhey

wanted to. There are lots of kinds
Would not sell them if we could.

the top round of the

In South Paris, Oct. rt, Miss Julia E. Mlllett,
aged 73 years.
In Norway, Oct. 9, Mrs. Cynthia A. Lapham,
aged 75 vcare.
In Hlggln* Reach, Oct. I, Addleon T. Buck, a
native of Buckflelri, aged 74 y ears.
In Wrentham, Mass., Oct 3, Laura J. Reed,
77 years, 7 month·.
formerly of Norway,
In Mexico, Oct. 5, Colin Haves, aged 15 years.
In Portland, Oct. 9, Hiram M. Berry, aged 48
✓
years.
In Ruckfleld, Oct. 5, Mrs. Emma J. Davee,
aged 87 year*.
7, Infant son of Mr. an1
j In ltuckfleld, Oct.
! Mrs. Harry Lewie of Avon, Mass., a*ed 1 vear.
! In Auburn, Hlrain H. Gammon, formerly of
; Hartford, aged 79 years,

^Walter

*Benj»mln

keep.

Why? We have seen suits advertised at $3.95—but
anybody suppose they had $ i.cjS worth of wear in
them? That is the kind of clothing that gets people
discouraged with ready-made. We tell you now,
more emphatically than ever—that we are reaching

Died.

Home Wanted for

not if we

do not

does

L

»!

We can suit your taite
We sell clothing as low as
sold for—and :sell lots of it.

want.

we

pocket book.
good clothing can be
and your

In

j

ian'irne ot

*

I

Age 13 years. Has been on farm two
Pace, Puree #200.
Would like to bear from party
4 2 11 1 eeasone.
Nancy Blngen, bm (Mayberry)
113 4 1 who would adopt or give board in return
Riley Α., be (Haddock)
23 2 2
Rapidité, ch ft (Poet)
! for work. Address
3 4 4 3
Helen H., br m (Watson)
WALTER WHEELER,
I
Time, 2 24, 2 .-21, 2:25, 2:23 1-2, 2:27 1-4
Ella Harriman is clerking at C. F. I
South Paris, Me,, Box 391.
Puree
2 15 Trot or 2:1S Pace,
1200.
I 41-43
Luck and son opened their Pan S. Jr..
2111
bpr (Nelson)
ew grocery store Monday.
12 2:
They bave Aille bm (Pottle)
VALUA3LE ADVICE.
4 3 3:
(Phillips)
very near and attractive store and a Daley Queen ch m
3 4 4·
Mora Dlllard bl m (Watson)
ice line of goods.
2 ."20,2 il 1-2
2:19
2:19
1-2.
1-4.
Time,
TRAVERSE JURORS.
South Paris Citizens Should Profit
Ed Libby is driving the South I am
Carl M. Abbott, Sumner.
2:1J Trot and 2:15 Pace
akery cart while Mr. Green has a vaby the Following Statement.
Ε. M. Bailey, Andover.
1 1
Wedgerlte b g (Nelson)
E. J. Bishop, Brownfleld.
2 2:
b e (Haddock)
Voter
'ommon
Tucker »n1 «lté b.«in· rommle Wilkes
Charles H. Brett, Oxford.
Doan's Kidney Pills were used by this
3 3 :
g g (Pottle)
Elmer E. Brown, Dixfleld.
urned from the Brockton fair.
4 4<
Pollard Wlike* r s (Hale)
South Paris resident.
Charles A. Frost, Norway.
2:19
2:19
3
Time, 2.18 1-4,
4,
rere the guests of Henry Favor while in
the story
Their merit was shown
Joseph L. Gammon, Canton.
W. W. Harrington, Hebron.
told.
2 "23 Trot and 2:25 Pace
Joseph F. Hart. Lincoln Plantation.
Wiliard
accompanied by
Xow comes further evidence.
3 111
Maude Wllkce b m (Neleon)
George ff. Holmes, Norway.
tuck was in Harrison Thursday to at- Rapidité ch a (Post)
12 4-1
The testimony is confirmed.
L. A. Hubbard, Hiram.
5:
2
5
Ruth
b
h
Buckfleld.
funeral
Mrs.
Barron
Lake
A.
?nd
the
of
Horace
Irish,
(Day)
The remedy was tested—the results
5 4 2!
George L.Jackson, Parle.
R NT. Millett of Springtield, Yt., was Raymond G.bfj s(Pôttle)
lasted.
4 3 3c
Frank A'bert b
Wm. B. Kidder, Peru.
(Mnyberry)
He
to
town
from
Friday
Saturday
Could South Paris residents demand
R E. Knight, Rum ford.
Time, 2:25, 2 r2J 3-4,2 .25 1-2, 2 r26 1-2
ras here to attend the funeral of his
Ftra Lane. I'pton.
stronger proof?
Edwin J. Maun, Paris.
unt
Miss Julia E. Millett of South Particulars of Automobile Accident.
It's South Paris testimony. It can be
Wlltard McCuslck, Denmark.
Τ M. Moree, Woodstock.
First published reports from the acci- investigated.
The Univerealist Mission Circles of dent above
A. O. Pike, Fryeburg.
"I would not have known what to have
Gilead, when a Huraford au
Blon H. Pike, Waterford.
•xford district met here Taesday. Oct
;omobile was overturned, were inaccu done without Doan's Kidney Pills," says
Leon B. Reynolds, Mexico.
order
was
called
to
th. The meeting
Ν. E. Richardson, Bethel.
ate.
As given in tbe Rumford Falle Irving Merrill, stationary engineer, of
nd opened by Mrs. D. A. Ball of West
Mark S. Sawyer, Porter.
Times, the outline of tbe affair is as fol· Alpine St., South Paris. "I suffered from
Maurice F. Tvler, Bethel.
aris. The program for the forenoon
owe:
pains in the small of my back and if I
F. R. York. Hartford.
nnsisted of the roll call and the reading
C. F. Young, Rumford.
Thecarwaea seven-passenger Pack
stooped for any length of time, it was
f reports from each mission circle, and
and carried «even boys, who were hard for me to straighten. I noticed
Stephen B. Cammings, drawn as grand d address on the work was given by ird,
tc that the kidney secretions were unin the way from Rumford to Berlin
been excused
iror from Norway, has
1rs. Thirza Smith of Mechanic Falls,
I got
itay over Sunday. It was early Sunday natural and irregular in passage.
om serving.
flowed by a discussion. Dinner was
tbat the steering gear broke Doan's Kidney Pills at Shurtleff's Drug
uoruing
In the line of criminal business there
?rved by the ladies at noon in Concert ind the car struck a stone and was over- Store and after I had used three boxes,
likely to be something doing at this [all In the afternoon Mrs. D. A. Ball urned. It did not
to
go down over a high the trouble bad gone. I am pleased
t< irm, though nothing of extraordinary
poke on the Sunday School and the. embankment on to tbe railroad, though confirm the endorsement I have preii nportance. A number of respondents
ork at Ferry Beach Institute; mission I
tne of the boys was thrown down there.
viously given Doan's Kidney Pills."
a re under bail for
their appearance at
North Carolina and Japan was
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't simply
of the car were Clarence
Occupants
tl lis terra, and of the twenty present in·
of
iken up by Mrs. Rose A. Jobonnot
(
Crawford, Stanley McMennamin. Nor- ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan's
ates of tbe jail, seven are awaiting this
G.
C.
The
Rev.
nburn.
Miller, nan
pastor,
Crawford, Will Freeman, George Kidnev Pills—the same that Mr. Merrill
>rm because of inability to secure bail,
The meeting
ave a talk ou Missions.
^arody, Seth Stanwood and Bob Hunn. had. Foster-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo,
here are no cases of homicide or burgas a very helpful and interesting one.
ill of Rumford except Hunn, whose Ν*. Y.
iry in the list, and only one of the prisDr W D. Williamson and wife of l·
The car was
iome is in Stamford, Ct.
Tbe
ners is bound
over for assault.
ortland are spending a few days with lunn's and be was driving.
FOR SALE—Open two-seated, side bar surrey,
•st are for larceny or other offences.
Brewster springs, In beet of condition with pole
ieir uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. A.
Will Freeman bad a leg broken. Unnn, and shafts. Auply to Mrs. A. L. Porter, Corner
Chandler, at Round Pond.
40-43
of
bones
anil Pleasant Sts., Norway.
Crescent
,
bad
tbe
he driver of tbe car,
y lethodist Sunday School Institute.
A large number of people from here , lis
band and wrist broken. Stanright
and
Institute
fair
A Methodist Sunday School
ttended the Waterford
Friday
, ey McMennamin escaped without inill be held at Oxford, October 23, under [ aturday.
George Downing sold ce ury, and the other four were more or
le direction of Rev. C.
I. Brown, secream on the grounds, and R 0. Porter
Five shoats, about 100 pounds each.
, ess injured, none of them seriously.
One horse weighing 1200.
as thero representing the Atherto
tary of tbe beard of Sunday Schools
Tbe car was a total wreck, not much Five pigs.
One cheap
>r Maine.
One horse weighing 1100.
Program:
tut tbe engine being left tbat was of any
the
One top carriage.
Frank A. Richardson, barber, accurate- alue.
work horse, 1050.
Following the annual custom,
Morning.
Two sets
'OD
women of Deering Memorial Church j
located the mountain
One cheap concord wagon.
KW Devotions
will pack a barrel to be sen' to the Port·, j( 15 Short talks on The Successful Sunday
rize of a pair of ''Ground Grippers
double harness. Five single harness.
FREELY FOR
APPLY
SLOAX'S
W.
W.
Lalte
Rev.
School
and Deaconess Home. Things for the
he ,hoes will be
N.Q.ELDER, South Paris.
40tf
by Ε. W.
'40 The Children and the Church,
LUMBAGO
>arrel may be left Thursday, Oct. 15th,
urt & Co. through Ε. N. Swett bhoe
Is Class Organization Worth While?
NOTICE.
not
nearon
are
Millett
of
Mrs.
of
it the home
L'zzie
Your attacks
o.
lumbago
Rev. C. 1. Spear of South Parle
In the District Court of the United States for
Rev. H. L. Nichols of Norway
"Bear* Tavern" nas a new sign, tne
ligh Street. Clothing, bedding, towels,
y so hopeless as they seem. Yon can
In Bankruptcy.
of
Maine.
District
the
Kev. C. I. Browb
.DO Unworked Fields
tod any useful or farcy articles are so-1
elieve them almost instantly by a simple In the matter of
ork of Chester Gates.
)
-JO Conference
Organization and Methods
tbe
on
S.
Tavlor,
Wallace
The committee hope for a
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You're The Fellows

31 Market

South Paris.

Square,
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Underwear and Hosiery
Fine, warm, winter Underwear and Hosiery is what we
tiaye for you. The "Berkshire" brand, the kind that embraces all the essentials conducive to greater satisfaction.
Well fitting underwear, for instance, is very desirable, but
}omething more than fit is required. A broad variety, so as
all conditions and the needs of Women and Children
excellent, yet there is something far more importantduality and value. All of these essentials are combined to
make the Smiley Underwear Department the best to be

:o meet
s

iound.

LADIES' UNION SUITS fleece lined, for 50c, 75c and $1.00, out»izes 59c, 87c, $1.12.
LADIES'WOOL UNION SUITS in several grades, $1.50, $2.00,
>utsizes

$1.75

and

$2.25.

CHILDREN'S FLEECE LINED UNION SUITS, 50c and 59c.
CHILDREN'S WOOL UNION SUITS, $1.00 and $1.12.
LADIES' VESTS AND PANTS, fleeced, 50c and 25c each, outsize

59c' 33C·
LADIES'VESTS AND PANTS, wool, 75c, $1.00,

:7c, $1.25.

$1.25,

outsize

CHILDREN'S VESTS AND PANTS, fleeced, 25c each.
CHILDREN'S VESTS AND PANTS, wool, prices according

LADIES' HOSIERY in cotton fleeced,

oc.

i-2c,

12

Wool and Cashmere, 25c, 37 i-2c, 50c.
CHILDREN'S HOSIERY in cotton fleeced,

12

15c,

25c, 37

i-2c,

i-2c, 15c, 25c, Wool

nd Cashmere in white, tan and black, 25c, 37 i-2c, 50c.

BATH ROOM KIMONOS
Think of the hours of comfort you

You'll flnd

garments.
esirable styles.
BATH ROBES

/arm

our

can

enjoy

assortment is

with

one

complete

of these nice,

and with very

$2.98 in grey, tan, blue with neat figures, cut long
nd full, braid trimmed collar and cufl's.
BATH ROBES $3 9S in Indian patterns in several colors, silk cord
rimmed, a very desirable robe.
FLANNEL KIMONOS for $t.00, $1.25, $1.50 in very pretty pat?rns,

light

and dark colors, some have

fancy

pink, unusally good

trimming.

S9C, $i.oo

OUTING FLANNEL GOWNS 50c,

f blue and

border

values.

in assorted

OUTING FLANNEL GOWNS FOR CHILDREN in

nd

fancy stripes

for 50c and 59c.

plain

stripes
white

Bottled Warmth and Comfort
Nights

Hoe Hcmte of

perfect

Hart Schaffner

guaranteed,

Chas Η HoiDard Co
Souih

J

J^eOCaXt
Paris

300 Acre Timber and

Store

Maine

Dairy Farm, $2,400.

Laboring Man's Home in Norway.

The Dennis Pike Real Estate

Norway,

Agency,

Maine.

MAINE

NORWAY

HOT WATER BOTTLE

Beauty
Moneyback
Roxbury

to

izes.

& Marx

harder
in clothes than

Young Men

to

please

are

older men; they want something more in
clothes than fit and good quality; more,
even, than style; they want a certain indefinable grace and smartness in their
clothes; they can't describe it, but they
know it when they get it.

That's one reason so many young men
insist on Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes.
Extreme values at $25.

Others
#

at

$20 and down

to

$10.

H. B. FOSTER GO.
ONE PRICE CLOTHIERS

NORWAY,

CASTORIA For lifants ind CMdrw. ®β&Γβ^
III KM Yw Kin Alans tarit

MAINE./

Τ

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

Green Mountain Silosl

Cou»». Oxford

EVERY FARMER SHOULD HAVE ONE

D«K!St!Xa^SîÎ*Me

Use· of Coffee.

of

method· of the preparation
coffee bave been recommended by exfor
the porpoae of obtaining tbe
pert*
full aroma of ooffee. For tbe moat part
are
We
value.
The farmer who has a silo apprécia tee its
e·® method· are too complex for ordileader in the nary household parpoaea. In regard to
agents for the Green Mountain, the
tbe question of flavor, a good deal natin creosote
urally depend· on the kind of coffee that
country. The lumber in theae eiloe is saturated
I· need.
The following method·, aimple
which prolongs the life of the wood many years. Place your
though effective, will make a delicious
for
it
to
time
get
■nd refreshing beverage from tbe ordiorder for one now, so to have
nary pure ground coffee that is on sale.
the fall harvest
For each tablespoonfui of coffee allow
We have the Blizzard cutter and blower, and as
eop'nlof milk and water-twotbirda of milk and one-tbird of water.
the
for
made
is
money.
there
as
engine
Put tbe coffee into a aaucepa· and beat
it «lowly for a moment to acoeotuate
the flavor. Measure out the milk aod
water, and pour into tbe aaucepan. Allow tbe coffee to boll op twice, then
repour out into a little cup and quickly
Thl· procès· sends the
turn to the pan.
ground· to tbe bottom. The coffee ia
then gently poured into a heated coffee
pitcher and served at once.
Here is another method: Uee one
SOUTH
capful of coffee, one-half piot of cold
water, three pints of boiling water, one
Scald tbe
egg. aod a pinch of salt.
Wash the egg, break, and
coffee pot
beat «lightly. Dilute with one-half tbe
are
cold water, add tbe crushed egg-ehell,
Turn
and mix with tbe coffee aod salt
are
into tbe coffe pot, pour on the boiling
boiling
to
water, and stir well. Bring
point and boil for three minâtes. Stir
Your hardware at the
and pour some into a cup; return to the
coffee pot and reheat. Add the remainmodern hardware store of
water and place the
der of tbe cold
coffee pot at the back of tbe stove for
ten minutes, where tbe coffee will not
boil. Serve with sugar and cream.
Here are some delicious dishes that
...
can be made with coffee:

£any

recognized

ready

ample

good

CALL AND SEE US BEFORE BUYING.

SON,

A. W. WALKER &

MAINE.

PARIS,

prudentwill examine if you
smartif
will buy
you

J. P. Richardson,

Maine.

South Paris,

COFFEE BAVARIAN CREAM

Dissolve two tablespoonfuls of powdered gelatine in one-half cupful of boiling
water, add two-thirds of a cupful of
•ugar, two cupfuls of good hot coffee
•nd one-half teanpoonful of vanilla exStrain and cool. Stir until tbe
tract.
mixture begins to thicken, then fold in
Pour
two cupfuls of whipped cream.
into a wet mold and turn ont on a flatbottomed plate when firm.

The Soil Plus The Bank
The «oil and the Bank

this

taking care

strong factors of

to us,

success

in

COFFEE

of bringing the
best way of
the
offers
Bank
and the

The soil is the

community.

weld'» money

are

of that money and

means

making

it do the most

good.

It pays the farmer to have a good understanding
his Bank. There is no one in the community who is more
him
anxious to have him succeed, and no one who can aid

substantially

more

in his efforts.

deposits

his money in the bank and pays his bills by check thus
is given preference
a credit with the bank,

eatablishing
over non-depositors
money.

at

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
I

NORWAY. MAINE.

OF

UNITED STATES DEPOSITAHY

Dayton

Ν.

in exchange for

buy

goods

at

our

5 cents per

pound

Dayton Bolster Co.

New Fall

Styles

FOOTWEAR
are

very

attractive and comfortable

made in all leathers.
Ladies' and Gents Rubber Sole bale in Gun Metal
Call and
and Russia Calf on the new English last

yourself.

FALL MILLINERY

we

will be

cordially invited to call

pleased

to show you the New

and

Styles

in Fall Millinery.

Mrs. L. C.

Smiley,

BOWKEB BLOCK.

SOOTH PARIS,

STANDARD
SEWING

MACHINES.
8«nd for

think yon will be surprised and decidedly pleased with the result.

Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER ft CO.
■oath Pari·.

SENDING CUT FLOWERS FOR A

DISTANCE

I want to tell you how we California
houaewivea send flowers to our eastern
friends during the winter. We take
very small potatoes, bore small holes in
them and insert about two stems to a
potato. Roses and orange blossoms can
be sent very nicely in this way and will
keep their fragrance as well as freshness.

on us,

MAINE.

opinion

pabllo

of

In

thia

on current events more frequently than
the German government doea, and with
more corroborate details. The amonnt
of .ecrecy with which the campaign I»
a
! «nrrounded on both aides |«, however,
welcome experience for both
new
the English and the American pnblic.

and.un

GEBMAN IGNORANCE OF

EVENTS.

TO CLEAN MEDICINE GLASSES

Many boasewives know how very
difficult It is to remove the strong smell

of some medicines from the glasses in
which they have been ponred; and that
with an invalid to care for, the faintest
suspicion of medicinal odor will take
away the appetite or even upaet a deliAfter trying many ways
cate stomach.
of overcoming this difficulty I found
the
that by wiping
spoon and glass with
a dry paper and then washing them
thoroughly in hot water not the faintest
suggestion of either odor or taate remained on the utensils.
TO SAVE THE TABLE LINEN

How many of us have had onr very
beet luncheon cloth or handsome tea
cloth soiled when in ise for the first
time by a favorite cream pitcher, which,
after using, always baa a drop of cream
hanging from its lip. After suffering
from this mishap on several ocoasions I
found it could be avoided as follows:
The very nest time you serve "either tea
or coffee, simply rub a bit of butter
It
acroea the loaide of the pitcher's Up.
will never be noticed and you will not
be annoyed again with unalghtly cream
stains.
one wanta to keep warm
and beoome unpalatable on a
plate in the oven, but will keep hot and
fresh in a covered bowl set in hot water.

Food that

will

dry

If half a teaspoon of baking powder ia
I added to the milk need for the mashed
potatoes they will b· more fluffy.

>—Bi———

O.HENRY'S
STORIES
VI.—The Champion
of the Weather

German

publicist*
p,œP1b,et·
«„ïhe
and men of letter· which are now coming

thia country, and the various similar
her"· >eem to ,Dd'·
O. HENRY
ί cate that tbe German public is «till kept
bf It, government In Ignorance about C#yrl0bt 1911. W DoibM«y. Pap â U
the real antecedent· q# the war and about
many of the Incidents and aspect* of the
portentous combat. These documents
seem to Americana to contain a large
amount of misinformation about 'he at·
you should speak of the Kiowa
of
on Servla, tbe
reservation to the average New
diplomatic negotiations and the correYorker he probably wouldn't know
between the sovereign* which
whether you were referring to a
Immed ately preceded the war, and tbe
new political dodge at Albany or a
•fate of mind of tbe Belgian and English
out In
peoplea. American believers in tbe good leitmotif from "ParelfaL" But
of «he common the Klown reservation advices hnve
M
ίββΠη*
RO°m ' Jme&iDe. when an awful been received
concerning the existence
calamity befalls a nation,that the people of New York.
its
of
have
been
warned
cannot
approach,
A party of ns were on a hunting
else tbey would have avoided it. In this
trip In the reservation. Bud Kingscase they fear that the Emperor, the
and
chancellery, and the general staff have bury. our guide, philosopher
themselves been misinformed in Impor- friend, was broiling antelope steaks in
a
tant respects, have made serious ralscai
camp one night One of the party,
culations which they are proposing to
conceal as long as possible, and are not
taking tbe common people into their
confidence. American sympathies are
w.tb the German people In their sufferings and losses, but not with their rulers,
or with the military class, or with the
professors nnd men of letters who have
been teaching for more than a generation
that might makes right. That short
P°™''conr,"ni tbe fundamental fallacv
which for 50 years has been poisoning
the springs of German thought and German policy on public affairs.
Dread of the Muscovite does not seem
ο Americans a reasonable explanation of
actions of Germany and
the
Austria-Hungary, except so far a* irra
tonal panic can be said to be an explana'hough not
probable, Russian aggression, a firm de- "Pardner." I
nice
«ays, "sure it'· a
tens ve alliance of all western Europe
day."
would be » much better protection than
%
It were
tbe single Might of Germany.
pinkish haired young man in a correct
M«y to Imagine also two new "bnffer"
bunting costume, sauntered over to
a
aud
Poland
reconstructed
Mtates-a
As to French the tire to light a cigarette and reBalkan confederation.
revengp, it is the inevitableand praise- marked carelessly to Bud:
"Nice night!"
worthy consequence of Germany's treatTbe great
ment of France in 1S70-71.
"Why, yes," said Bud. "as nice as
success of Germany in expanding her
any night could be that ain't received
commerce during the past 30 years makes
the Broadway stamp of approval.
Americans to understand the
"How did I know he was from New
hotμIndignation of the Germans against
York? Well. I figured It out as soon
the British because of whatever ineffect
ive opposition Great Britain may have as he sprung those two words ou me.
No amount I was In New York myself a couple οΓ
offered to that expansion.
of commercial selfishness on tbe part of
years ago, and I uotlced some of the
insular England can justify Germany in
and hoof tracks of the Ran
earmarks
attempting to seize supreme power in cho Manhattan."
*
'hence, perhaps, in the
"Found New York rather different
FinaHy, Americans hope and expect from the Panhandle, didn't you. Bud?"
that there will be no such fatal issue of asked one of the hunters.
the present struggle as tbe destruction
"Can't say that I did." answered
On the
or ruin of the German nation.
Bud. "Anyways, not more than some.
contrary, they believe that Germany will
The main trail in that town, which
be freer, happier and greater than ever
when once she has got rid of the mon- they call Broadway, is plenty traveled,
but they're about the same brand of
strous Bismarck policies and the Emperor s archaic conception of his function bipeds that tramp around in Cheyand has enjoyed 20 years of real peace
At first I was sort
enne and Aniarillo.
of rattled by the crowds, but I soon
Jam, From "Jamaica."
says to myself, 'Here. now. Bud:
Jam seems to take its name from
they're Just plain folks like you and
Jamaica aud Is comparatively a modGeroulmo and Grover Cleveland and
Gait In his "Annals of
ern luxury.
the Watson boys, so don't got all
the Parish" states that the fashion of
flustered up with consternation under
Jam tnaklug was introduced into S<otyour saddle blanket." and then I feels
laud about 1700, when berry bushes
calm and peaceful, like 1 was back In
were planted by "some of our young
tli*» nntion nunin at η îrhost dance or a
to

««iikΛϊ" λrU'eD

By

IF

A,astri«-Hungary

spondence
n^"ni

SEES.
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present
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j

back to that caffy.
and
"I called that man to one side
herded him into a corner. 1 unbutI cartoned enough to show him a 38

car

1111*11

111(11

mm

Ut'UU

?ain;i?»

Κ,ΛΊΙΙΙΙΙϊ,

from Jamaica." and the condiment was
valued In the first place chiefly as "an
excellent medicine for a sore throat."
A writer in Ilone's "Everyday Book."
in 1S2G. deplored the fact tiiat Jam
could not be

"purchased

at the

shops

other articles of consumption are."
—London Mail.

as

A Lasting
He—Mrs. Fidjet's
success. don't you
Were you there?
yon In.—TJfe.
STOP

Impression.

dinner was a ereat
think V
She—Yes
He—Why. 1 took

THOSE EARLY

BRONCHIAL

COUGHS.

They hang on all winter if not checked, nnd pave the wav for serious throat
Get a bottle of Foand lung diHeaee»
ley's Honey and Tar Compound, and take
it freelv. Stops coughs and colds, heals
raw, inflamed throat, loosens the phlegm
and is mildly laxative. Best for children
and grown persons. No opiates. Α. Ε
Shurthff Co., S. Paris. S. E. Newell Λ
Co., Paris.

"There's a bill in Congress now to
abolish tobacco coupons."
"Confound it. And I only need 11,·

000,000

more

to

got

a

piano."

FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS

You will like their positive action.
They have a tonic effect on the bowel",
and give a wholesome, thorough cleaning to the eotire bowel tract. Stir tho
liver to healthy activity and keep «.torn
;ich oweet.
Constipation, headache,
dull, tired feeling never affict tho»e who
use Foley Cathartic Tablets.
Only 2ôc
Α. Ε Shurtleff Co., S. Parie. S. E. Newell & Co., Paris.
Grace—II It was a secret why in the
woild did you tell that girl?
Gwendolyn—It won't do her any good,
my dear. I'd already telephoned it to
all the girls she knew.

vreen corn

powwow.
"I'd been saving up for » year to clve
this New York η whirl. I knew η man
named Summers that lived there, hut
I couldn't find liim. so I played a lono
hand at enjoying the Intoxicating pleas
ures of the corn fed metropolis.
"For awhile I was so frivolous anil
locoed by the electric lights and the
noises of the phonographs and the second story railroads that I forgot one of
,L- frying needs of my western system
of natural requirements. I never was
no hand to deny myself the pleasures
of sociable vocal Intercourse with
friends and strangers. Out in-the territories when I meet a man 1 never saw
before. Inside of nine minutes 1 know
his income, religion, size of collar and
his wife's temi>er and how much he
pays for clothes, alimony and chewing
tobacco. It's a gift with me not ω be
penurious with my conversation.
But this here New York was Inaugurated on the idea of abstemiousness
in regard to the parts of speech. At the
end of three weeks nobody in the city
had fired even a blank syllable in my
direction except the waiter in the grub
emporium where I fed. And as his out
pourings of syntax wasn't nothing but
plagiarisms from the bill of fare, he
never satisfied my yearnings, which
was to have somebody hit. If I stood
next to q man at a bar he'd edge off
and give a Baldwln-Ziegler look as if
he suspected me of having the north
pole concealed on my person. I began
to wish that I'd gone to Abilene or
Waco for my pascado, for the mayor of
them places will drink with you. and
the first citizen you meet will teU you
his middle uame and ask you to take a
chance in a raille for a music box.
"Well, one day when I was particular hankering for to be gregarious with
something more loquacious than a lamp
post a fellow in a caffy says to me
«ays he:
"
'Nice day Γ
"Ile was a kind of a manager of the
place, and I reckon he'd seen me in
there a good many times, ne had a
nice like a fish and an eye like Judas,
hut I got up and put one arm around
ills neck.
"
Tardner.' I says, 'sure it's a nice
day. You're the first Kentieman in all
New York to observe that the intricacies of human speech mi^ht not be altogether wasted on William Kingsbury. But don't you think.' says I.
that 'twas a little cool early in the
morning and ain't there a feeling of

Desirable

bOflaMml

j

irritated

tire
An extra hard day's work may
finds
of
day
close
every
the
if
yon. But
yonr system
yon worn and weary
needs a TONIC.

ried stuck under my veet.
"
'Pardner.' I says, 'a brief space ago
I was in here and you seized the op
to say it was a nice day.

Residence

For Sale
in Buckfield

—

Known

as

Village.

the late Kimball Prince

stiff neck
frog hearted, language shy,

Contains iS acre· in
"L. P." At wood's Medieine taken
ami
pasture, large house and
"tired feeling." tillage
dally, drives away that
earn
folks
Fine loca ion.
Price and
•table.
It has helped New Kngland
workers,"
"tireless
of
name
being
the
For particuterms vc-y reascnal le.
it
and Mrs. Brown's letter tells why
lars inq ire of Geo H. Hertey, owr,·
has become their favorite tonic.

grin,

housethat I think it one of the best
I consider it one of
hold remedies.

port unity

When I attempted to corroborate your
back
weather signal, you turned your
Now.' says. I. 'you
and walked off.
ed cross between a Spitsbergen
cook and a muzzled oyster, you resume
where you left off in your discourse
on the weather.'
"The fellow looks at me and tries tu
but he sees I don't and be comes
sea

around serious.
"
'Well,' says he. eying the handle
of my gun. "it was rutber a nice day:
warmish, though.'
'Particulars, you mealy mouthed
enoozer,' I says— 'let's have the speci-

Home
"

In the outlines.
When you start anything with me in
shorthand it's bound to turn out a

fications—expatiate—fill

Homestead.

jer,

St. A.bans, Vermont.
West Farmington, Me.:
is writ"As my mother, Mis. Smith,
be shown by Fred A.
will
F." Atwood's
ing in praise of your "L.
tell
to
like
Maine.
yon
would
Buckfield.
Medicine, I, too,
the best tonics

on

Big Bottle

Tbe

Mr*. 1.1a Brown.

costs

After Oct. 15 I shall l»ad cider «fp!e»
butb Smith Pan» and We«t 1 ar:j, »o<i
cents.
•ball want tea car load» a week
ϋ. h. PORTER,
I'i»r »
:J9tf
At

only 35

Trial Bottle FREE.

"L. F." MEDICINE CO.. Portland, Met

60 YEARSEXPERIENCE

Trade Ma**»
Designs
Copyrights Ac
:_i.
sketch and due-pi
»1

ïou broke the ice. you
we're gettlug better acmiquainted every minute Seems to
I asked you about your family?*
M
They're all well, thanks,' says he.

a

Anyone aendtne a
>::
uiitoklf ascertain our opinion free (
a
·»
•n*entt»n ■· probably patentable
t'.
.·
nonaatrictly conndenUal. HAN0E03K
•eut free, oldest Mener for ««.HTjnrg ptic
Munti
1
γκττι
Patent» taken through
n"ttee, without cbarce. lu tb«

centaur.

know,

and

~

•ycuil

Scientific American,

'We—we have a new piano.'
"
'Now you're coming it," I says.
'This cold reserve is breaking up at
last That little touch about the piano
almost makes us brothers. What's the
youngest kid's name?' I asks him.

A handsomely Illustrated we*k!f.
.-.ilatton of any setentiae Vurc»;.
ri'nr: four month·, IL So'J byall
«3δ V

traoch

I at.-h:

-■·

n»»»!n

r··

1.--J»

Hew ΥογΙ*

MUNN&Co y

Wasnr.it

,l.

D.

IMtOBATK »OTICi>.

Thomas." says he. 'He's Just getting well from the measles."
"
Ί feel like I'd known you always."
more
says I. 'Now there was just one
—are you doing right well with the
caffy, now?'
"
'Pretty well,' he says. 'I'm putting
away η little money.'
"
'Glad to hear it,' says I. 'Now go
back to your work and get civilized.
"

Keep your hands off the weather

Property
Taylor,

CIDER APPLES

the market."

(Signed)

storm signa V
"
'Looked like rain yesterday." says
the man, 'but It cleared off tine in the
forenoon. I hear the farmers are needing rain right badly up state."
"
That's the kind of a canter.' says
I. 'Shake the New l'ork dust off your
hoofs and be a real agreeable kind of

-u.
T.i t" i>er«on· interest*· ! In either of t:
hereinafter name<l
At a Probate Court, heM at Part» !
for the County of Oxtorl, on the thtr ;
·Λ
of Sept., tn the vear of our I.ont one t«
»
ntne humlre·! an·! fourteen, the to
r<
*.
for
action
the
been
having
presented
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby t>Bi<tsThat notice thereof be tflven to ail \>t!terested, by causing a ropy >?
;
nublUbetl three week* «ueceiitTelv
fonl Democrat, a newspaper pal tu
Parle, In said County, that they tr r··
at a Probate Court to be held ai sa! t Ρ λ :
the third Tuesday of Oct., A. l>
nine of the clock In the forenoon, act
thereon If they see cau*e :

un-

,·

Mary A. Ileail late of l>enmark.
tlrst aceount presented for a:i wan·
It. ileail, administrator.
ORANGE. MASS.
Ilobt)· Variety «tore Co., agent·, Xorwij

WANTED.
I.ive poultry of all Icings.
Sell ar your Hour ami i<ave trouble,
penne and city ehrinkaie.
Semi card or phone

workfe'

before tbem tbe
Jiui»y—Naw! Let's wait till the last
years' civil war, which, although reso- day of vacation. I'd bate terglt drownlutely prosecuted on both sides, could ed now.
not be brought to a close until the rePOSITIVELY MASTERS CROUP
sources of the southern states in men
and material were exhausted. Id tbat
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound ruin in the air tonight? But along
dreadful process tbe whole capital of tbe cuts the thick choking mucus,
and about noon It sure was gallupslous
southern states was wiped out.
clears away the phlegm. Opens up the weather. IIow's all up to the house?
air passages and slops the hoarse cough. You
BUT ONE POSSIBLE ISSUE.
doing right well with the caffy
The gasping, strangling tight for breath
Now that tbe sadden attack on Paris gives way to quiet breathing and peace- now?'
"Well, sir, that galoot Just turns his
bas failed, and adequate time bas been ful sleep.
Harold Berg, Mass, Mich.,
secured to snmmon tbe slower-moving writes; "We give Foley's Honey and back and walks off stiff, without a
forces of Russia and England, and these Tar to our children for croup and it al- word, after all my trying to be agreetwo resolute and p< rsisteut peoples bave
ways acts quickly." A. E. Shurtleff able. I didn't know what to make of
decided tu ose all their spiritual and Co., S. Paris. S. E. Newell <& Co., Pari·.
It That night I finds a note from
material forces in co-operation with
Summers, who'd been away from town,
France against Germany, thoughtful
Angry Diner—Waiter, you are not fit
rising the address of his camp. I goes
Americans can see but one possible issue to serve a pig!
up to his house and has a good old
Waiter—I'm doing my best, air.
of the struggle, whether it be long or
time talk with his folks. And I tells
short, namely, tbe defeat of Germany
CHECK KIDNEY TROUBLE AT
and Austria-Hungary In their present
Summers about the actions of this
undertakings, and the abandonment by
ONCE.
coyote In the caffy aud desires interboth peoples of the doctrine tbat their
There is such ready action in Foley pretation.
salvation depends on militarism and tbe
"
feel their healing from
'Oh.' says Summers, -he wasn't inmaintenance of autocratic executives in- Kidney Pills, you
the very flrat dose.
Backache, weak, tending to strike tip a conversation
trusted with the power and the means to
•ore kidneys, painful bladder, and irreg- with
you. That's Just the New York
make sudden war. They believe that no
ular action disappear with their use.
He'd seen you was a regular
human being should ever be trusted with
style.
O. Palmer, Green Bav, Wis., say·: "My
The alternative is, of
and he sjwke a word or two
such power.
wife is rapidly recovering her health and customer,
course, genuine constitutional governdne solely to Foley Kidney Just to show you he appreciated your
ntreogtb,
ment, with the military power subject to Pills." A. E. Shurtleff
Co., S. Paris. custom. You oughtn't to have followthe oh II power.
ed it up. That's about as far as we
S. E. Newell «t Co., Paris.
Tbe Àmerican people grieve over tbe
A word or
care to go with a stranger.
fruitless sacrifices of life, property, and
"When he proposed, did you tell him so about the weather may be ventured,
the natural human joys which tbe Gerto see me?" Inquired her mother.
but we don't generally make it the baman people are making to a wrong and
"Yes, and he said he'd seen you severimpossible ideal of national power and al times, but—bat he loved me juat the sis of an acquaintance.'
welfare. Tbe sacrifices which Germany
BUly. «ays I, 'the weather and its
same."
ia imposing on the allies are fearfully
ramifications Is a solemn subject with
heavy, but there is reason to hope that
Citrolax I
me.
Meteorology is one of my sore
these will not be fruitless, for out of
citrolax !
No man cun open up the quespoints.
them may come great gain· for liberty
CITROLAX !
tion of temperature or humidity or the
and peace in Europe.
Best thing tor oonstipatlon, aour stom- glad sunshine with me and then turn
▲II experienced readers on this side of
the Atlantic are well aware that nine- ach, lazy liver and alaggiah bowels. taU on It without Its leading to a falltenths of all the reporte they get about Stops a sick headache almost at once. ing barometer. I'm going down to see
tbe war come from English and Frenofa Give· a moat tborongh and satlafactory that man again and give him a lesson
no nauaea.
Keep· in the art of continuous conversation.
source·, and this knowledge makes them flushing—no pain,
careful not to form judgments about de- your ay stem cleansed, sweet and wholeYou say New York etiquette allows
aome.
Aak
for
E.
Citrolax.
▲.
Shurttails until the events ana deeds tell their
him two words and no answer. Well
Ths
-nnot even tell to leff Co., S. Parla. 8. Β. Newell Λ Co..
own story.
he'· going to turn himself into κ weath>o along, far- Pull.
wblob aide vlctc»
memory of their four

DUT "TtlED FEELING"

bar·*u and finish what be begun
with me besides indulging In neighbor
1 y remarks un other subjects.'
was
"Summers talked spin It, but 1
some and 1 went on the stre»*

tr

1'°Γ

S. E. Newell & Co., Paris.
edge. Qrapes are excellent for the din- the utter exhaustion and
ing room and any conventional flower the other—a long process which involves
Billy—Let's try and swim the river,
design for the bedrooms. If you try incalculable losses and wastes, and endthis simple device for your curtains, I less miseries. Americans have always Jlmsy.

*

OUR NEW STOCK IS NOW IN

formttion

country ia concerned, because tboae two
governments «end hither official reporta

campaigns against neighbors, can give
W. T. Hutchens, Nicholson, Ga., had
peaceful security to Germany in the
With the coming of fall and the put- presert condition of tbe great European a severe attack of rheumatism. His
ting up of new draperies, the housewife states. In tbe actual development of feet, ankles and joints were swollen, and
will tiud that very dainty curtains for weapons and munitions, and of the art moving about was very painful. He
the windows may be made from cheese- of quick intrenching, tbe attacking force was certainly in a bad way when be
cloth. Purchase ordinary obeese-cloth, in battle on land is at a great disadvan- started to take Foley Kidney Pills. He
one yard wide; hem it in the same way tage in comparison with the force on the say*:
"Just a few doses made me feel
that you would scrim curtains and then defensive. Tbat mean· indecisive battles better, and now my pains and rheumaunless
indecisive
an
a
destencil
war,
and ultimately
with your stenciling outfit,
tism are all gone and I sleep ail night
to
sign down one side and across the lower each party is resolved to push the war
long." A. E. Shurtleff Co., S. Paris.
humiliation of

Maine.

South Paris,

are

ΟΓΗ DIFFEBEXT IDEALS.

ftSLh-I®

A VERY ECONOMICAL CURTAIN

Frothingham,

W. 0.

Tou

might

Dissolve six tablespoonfuls of powderi ed
(e) American public opinion, howgelatine and one and one half cupfuls
been greatly ebocked In other
of sugar in four piou of water and add ever, bae
Pour into ways by the German conduct of the war.
two cupfuls of strong coffee.
American common people see no
a wet mold and set
away to get firm. rhe
for the dropping of bombs
Turn out and serve with whipped and justification
to which no specific aim can be
sweetened cream.
into cities and towns chiefly inhabited
COFFEE ICE-CREAM
by non-combatants, the burning or blowUse one cupful of black coffee, two 'tig up of large portions of unfortified
of
cupful· of milk, two cupfuls of whipped towns and cities, the destruction
of art
cream, one cupful of sugar, yolks of four precious monuments and treasures
of vanilla ex- the strewing of floating mines through
egg·, one tableepoonful
and one-fourth teaspoonful of salt. the North Sea, the exacting of ransoms
Put the yolks of tbe eggs into a sauce- from cities and towns under threat of
then stir destroying tbem, and the holding of unpan, mix with sugar and milk,
Strain armed citizens as hostages for the peaceover the 6re until they thicken.
when cool, add tbe whipped cream, able behavior of a large population under
coffee, salt and vaoilla extract. Freeze tnreat of summary execution of the
and serve in dainty glasses.
hostages in case of any disorder.
All these seem to Americans unnecesCOFFEE SAUCE
inexpedient, and unjustifiable
sary,
This is to serve hot or cold with pud- methods of warfare, sure to breed hatred
and
from
made
cakes,
desserts
dings,
and contempt toward tbe nation that
cold souffles. Put six tablespoonfuls of uses them, and therefore to make it difficoffee ground into a percolator aod pour cult for future generations to maintain
cannot
over it ooe and one-balf cnpfule of boilpeace and order in Europe. Tbey
'Dg water : let it remain until all has run help imagining tbe losses civilization
tablesix
through, then strain onto
would suffer if the Kussians should ever
of
spoonfuls of sugar aod tbe yolk· of five
carry into Western Europe the kind
iols
mixed
been
have
together
war which the Germans are now waging
eggs that
basin. Put the mixture ioto a clean m Eelgium and France. They have snp
to
saucepan, aod stir it uotil it thickeos
posed that war was to be waged in this
the consistency of thick cream, then rub century only against public, armed forces
it through a sieve, heat aod use. If this aod their supplies and shelters.
18 ,erTed co'd. ooe-half cupful of
These opinions and prepossessions on
I "Vif;®
stiffly whipped cream should be added the part of the American people have
obviously grown »ut of tbe Ideals which
(just before serving.
the early English colonists carried with
ιιιιιο·
them to tbe American wuciemess id tun
17th century, out of tbe Ion# fighting
HDd public discussion which preceded
A SEW BREAKFAST CEKEAL
tbe adoption of the constitution of the
A new cereal from the stale bread id a United State* in tbe 18th century and
the
both
family'» out of the peculiar experience» of the
hint that will plpase
appetite aud the housewife's pocket- free commonwealths which make up the
book. Take stale bread (whole wheat United States as they have spread across
and graham are I think, the beet) and the almost uninhabited continent during
run it through the food chopper, using a tbe past 125 yeare.
Place in the oven until
coarse plate.
The experience and the situation of
crisp and brown and serve with sugar modern Germany have been utterly difuDii cream. I introduced this new diah, ferent. Germany was divided for cencalling it "Crinkles" and it was some turies into discordant parts, had ambitime before the members of my family tious and martial neiahbors, and often
Out of
discovered that it was a home invention felt the weight of their attack·.
and not a new breakfast food on the war came accessions of territory fur
market.
Prussia, and at last German unity. The
reliance of intelligent and patriotic GerSAVING WOHK IN THE BATHROOM
of
many on military force as the basis
Almost every housekeeper knows how
national greatness is a natural result of
setfrom
and
dust
lint
hard it is to keep
Americans, however,
its experiences.
tling in the bottom of the bathtub even believe that this reliance is unsound,
whea it is cleaned every day, and a dusty
Tbe
both theoretically and practically.
bathtub is not very inviting for the wars in
Europe since 1870-71, the many
overcome this
have
I
bath.
morning
tbreatenings of war and the present
difficulty by making a cover of heavy catastrophe seem to Americans to demwhite muslin or duck to fit over the top
onstrate that no amount uf military preof the tub. It takes but a moment to
paredness on the part of tbe nations of
remove the cover and the tub is always
Europe can poesibly keep the peace of
ready without dusting it. I always use the continent or, indeed, prevent frekerosene to clean my tub as I find it
quent explosions of destructive warfare.
better than soap or any cleaning agent,
They think, too, that preparation for
contains
and
as it does the work quickly
war on the part of Germany better than
no grit.
will not
any of her neighbors can make
DISGUISING THE TASTE OF OLIVE OIL
keep her at peace <»r protect her from
even if this better preparation
I was advised by a physician to take invasion,
of detail which have
olive oil and objecting very much to the include advantages
ÀII tbe
secret.
taate of it, I tried various ways of dis- been successfully kept
nations which surronnd Germany are
liked.
There
that
I
in
food
it
guising
a
strong fitting
is everything you know in
liking what capable of developing
and all the countries of Europe,
yon eat. My two most successful plans, spirit;
and
Russia,
possess tbe
as
follows: except England
eveu surpassiuK salads, are
and getting
With bita of cream cheese, work in the means of quickly assembling
bodies of men. In
desired quantity of oil with a fork and into action great
all the European states are
add any good relish or paprika. This is otber words,
of developing a passionate patriexcellent eaten as a filling in sandwiches. capable
and all possess tbe railroads,
The other dish is peanut butter, thinned otism,
and telewith oil; and as peanut butter is usually roads, conveyances, telegraphs
which make rapid mobilization
too thick, the oil may be used generous- phones
ly. This latter method I ahould think possible.
No perfection of military forces, and
would be excellent for giving olive oil to
no amount of previous stndy of feasible
children.

AND GENTS ARE IN STOCK

FOR LADIES

for

be torn up on the ground
of military neceaaity, evidence of tbe
adoption by Germany of a retrograde
policy of the most alarming sort. That
■ ngle act on the part of Germany-the
violation of tbe neutral territory of Belgium—would have determined American
it had
opinion in favor of the allies, if
stood alone by itself-tbe reason being
that American hopes for the pence and
order of the world are based on tbe
sanctity of treaties.
which

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS.

see

national judicial tribunal, supported by
an international force), Americans see,
in tbe treatment by the German governof the Belgium neutralization
ment
treatv as nothing but a piece of paper

store

DRIED APPLE

New las ta

peace.
Tbe United Statea baa proposed and
made more of these agreements than any
other power, haa adhered to tbem, and
I
Under one aucb
profited by tbem.
agreement, made nearly a hundred year»
ago Canada and the United Statea have
avoided forts and arraamenta against
each other, although tbey have bad seriona differences oi opinion and clash*·
of interest·, and tbe frontier ia3000 miles
long and for the most part without
barriere·
Cherlahing the hope
that the peace of Europe and the rights
or it· people may be secured through
solemn compacts (which should include
the establishment of a permanent inter-

STORE

TEN THOUSAND POUNDS

N.

agreement·

Bolster Co.

DEPARTMENT
Wish to

u

tract

when it is necessary for him to borrow

The business of farmers is highly prized

acta of tbe German
to It· proceeding*
*ke present war—a·, for example, to
'?
of
the taking
Sobleswlg-Holatein and
Alsace-Lorraine, aa well aa to tbe projected occupation of Belglam.
<f> Americana object atrenoonalj to
tbe violation of treatiea between nationa
nn tbe allegation of military necessity or
Tbey
for any other reaaon whatever.
be eve that tbe progreaa of civilization
tbe
on
fntnre
general
will depend in
acceptance of tbe sanctity of contracta
or solemn agreement* berweeo nationa
and on tbe development by common conThe neutralsent of International law.
•etion treatiea, tbe arbitration treatiea,
Tbe Hague conferences, and some of tbe
aeriouiι attempts at mediation, although
none of them go far euongb, and many
of tnem bave been rudely violated on
occasion, illuatrate a strong tendency in
tbe civilized part· of the world to prevent international wan by mean· of
deliberately made in time of

pi!·· to long-paat
government, m well

giveo'

with

The farmer who

JELLT

(Continued from pafe 1.)

extended battle until
recofnlMto
change* in tbe positions of tbe combetant· «bow what the successes or failure·
The Kne,,eh »nd
been
J
rrencn win some advantage an far m tbe

ex

GEORGE M. ELDER,
PARIS, MAIXE.

SOI Til

3.V4T

Mary A. Hrad late of Denmark,
petition for order to distribute batan. >· -ι
ltij{ tn hie hand* presented by Owen 1·

administrator.

w\ S colt Bearreof Hebron, want ; C:
private account presented for allows:
■\gnet M. Kearce, cuarllan.
ADDISON K. HKRKIcK, Judfreof sal
A true copy—attest
ALBERT D. PARK. Bek-1st
3941
XOTICE.
.The subscriber hereby gives notice ;·
fca< l>eer 'Inly appointe·! executor of t:
will and testament of
AKBIB B. Bi ΛΖΟ. late of Porter,
In the County of Oxfonl, deceaaed. ant ,· >
bon·!» a* the law directs. All |>er*on- : .»
leman·!* against the estate of sat.l
are desired to present the same for ae:t:
and all lntlebte<l thereto are requested t·
>

payment loimeillatelr.
September 1Mb, 1914.

J A MK> Η. Β I. A /·

3341

ΛΟΤΙΓΚ.

The eubscrtber hereby ictve·» notice tl
ha» t>een duly appointe·! administrator

»

(state of

"Particular·,

meal/

you

enoozer,"" I aay·.

less

mouthed

you re ready to follow it up in

town like this.'
"So the next day I rolls up my blankets and hits the trail away from

pomethlng really beautiful about this
night The delightful breeze and the
bright stars and the clear air unite In
making it wonderfully attractive."
"Yes," said Bud. "It's a nice night"
Modern Seamen.
lTie new ship has transformed the
•ailor with itself. lie works umoug u
subtle and intricate network of machinery. Ills brain is quickened by the
effort to understand the new forces
and appliances that he controls. Hi· is
drawn no longer from the lower strata
of the population of our ports, but in
Increasing proportions from the ranks

The electricians
of skilled mechanics
and machinists, who are the aristocracy of the crew, bring with them the
notions which prevail among the aristocracy of labor out of uniform. They
possess more rending and more science
than did nine out of tun of the officers

In the old days.
They have a respect
for themselves and their class, which
has revolutionized the morals and manners of the modern -warship The gnul
ual reform of die service regulations
has sought to keep pace with tills
transformation, and officers have been

educated in a wholly new con« eptton
of their relationship to their men. The
bullying and hectoring which was the
rule of the sea in the old days Is today
the rare exception, instinct and "good
form" condemn that kind of tiling as
as

ment

KIDNEY
PILLS

a

New York city."
For many minutes after Bud ceased
talking we lingered around the fire.
As I was unrolling my bedding I
beard the pinkish haired young man
saying to Bud. with soiuething like
anxiety in his voice:
"As I say. Mr. Kingsbury, there is

■

FOLJtY

a

personal mauuer. It's a subject that
naturally belongs to sociability uuJ
the forming of new ties, and I hate
to see It handed out In smaJI change In

severely

MOSKS SMART, late of Kryebui.·.
In the County of Oxfonl, <tecea»e<l, an ; .·'
le^n·!* a* the law illrecw. All peraon» havtn.
man·!* a«calnat the estate of sal·! lliwil : I
leslre<l to preient the same for settlement, »
all ln<(eble<l thereto are re<|uestft to make pa

t0,

Backache,
Rheumatism.
Kidneys and

Bladder.

K. alll'ltTLKKt A CO.,
Λ. L.Cl. VRK 1>KI'U ι Ο..
\.

South l'art*

Norway. Maine

m

Polishes

LARGEST VARIETY

FINEST QUALITY

/v/*r£a£ff

|Îlt^
"

is calculated that the same ant develto the size of a man would only
be able to curry one one-hundredth of
its own weight instead of teai times Its

own

weight.

Thrashing Wheat In Cypru».
ns
The ancient Roman tribulum
used for tlffasliing. may still be seeu in
It is a bo:rrd
the island or Cyprus.
about six feet loiyr and two feet wide,
edged Hakes of
studded with
shsirp

it is dragged by oxen or
donkeys over tlm corn spread out on
the hard earthen thrashing floor, sepa
rating the gruin and at the same time
bruising laid chopping up the straw
Thrashing time is enjoyed alike by
children and animals, the former rlilinj!
on the primitive Implement aud th»? lat(lint

in

use

ter gorging themselves with a hearty
meut for in (îyprus the Biblical command. "Tliou shall not uiuzzle the os
that treadetb ont the corn." is still
faithfully observed. Although the government offers to thiash by machine at

edge

Magazine.

_

Appointât

NOTICE.
The eubecrlber hereby (five* notice t itt <·
■·'
been «July appoint»··! a mlnlstrator
estate of
CYKU> It IH'NN, late f Paris.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, a;. 1
Λ11 person* ; »·■
bond* a» the law directs.
demand* aifatnst the «state of said di
are desired to present tie tame for settler π
and at! Indebted thereto are requested to ant·

>>>«"·" ι

61 AC Κ Sh PCS

SOFTENS

PRESERVES
LEATHER

,-iUSTORU.-.
COLOR I
LUSTRE

NOTICE.

"CUT EDCE," tin· oijy ladic»' «lioe drifting tha1
poMitivrly ruiiU'ii* Oil. Blarl»*. Γ»ΙΙ»Ι·«» ai d l'n·
Korvr·

l&die*' and

payment Immediately.
September 1Mb. 1914. JAMES 8. WKIGII
3941

estate of
AME tICA It. HENSON. late of llartf«>r
in tbo c ounty of Oxford, deceased, aui g\
bonds a* the law directs All |>er*on· havi·.
lie man· I s a^a'n-t the estate of «aid decean
are <leslre<l to pre-ent the same for settlemer ;
an<l all Indebted thereto are requested t»> mak
parment lin med latel ν.
September 1Mb, 1914
STANLEY M. HKNSoN
39 41

ORESSINC

c

uldrni'i·

n»w,

Uuucs Milbou

rubbing.Ï5C. ΤΒΕΧΓΙ1 (.LOSS." lie.
"DAlSDITcnnjbii.al ·α fcr cloning »rd polhblni

•llkiudr if· I-M'tor t..i iho». ïSc. "STAR· »ι/Λ·, lue
"QUICK M.IITE" in liquid torn; wlili κμυί^τ quirk
ty deans and wlnlrns dirty ramus *1»* ·. lot. Λ v&c
"ΑΙΠΟ" rlrjn< and whitens IKK. MBt'fï
St EOF and ΓΛΜΆS SHOI S. In rocti.i whin· rakei
piu'Uitl in zinc 1>.>χ. «, \m li *|x>i'u'<·. I'T. In baud,
eonit't large alum' niui buxca, who t>j>oi.^e, ïic.
n«»t k·*· ρ the kind you w*n(. nond u(
If jrourί!··ί»1»·Γ
the price η ttt.-i.-iip* for full m*c |wu k α*;»·. ci.nn;r· |»nid
WHITTEMORE BROS. * CO.,
20·2β Albany Street, Cambridge, Mim
Tht Oldnt cmf Ιλι>£κΙ Afa*Nf.n tnreTt of
Shoe I'oUJ.a ·<ι the II orId.

SMI

The subscriber hereby gives nott»-e that s
has been duly appointed administratrix of U
estate of
ERNEST I.. RUSSELL. late of Sumr.er,
In the County of < 'xford, deceased. an 1 n'\.
bon is as the* liw directs. All persons liavti
deman·:» against the estât»' of said deceased at·
dealred t»> ρ ruent the hum tor settle·*
all Indebted thereto are requested to n >.
tnent Imiuedlately.
AMY E. RlSSKl
September ttth. 1914.
39 41

NOTICE.

The subserllier hereby (ftves notice that
has been duly up|K>tnte<: administrator of
estate of
CHARLES RANKIN, late uf lltram.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, an·! κ
All persons li.n
bonds a-the "law direct*.
demands against the estate of aald de»»aare desired to present the same for settle"
and all Indebteil thereto are request!
make parment Immediately.
CLARK B. ItANKIN
*«pt. IMh. 1914.
39-41
NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby give· notice that he ha·
) been duly appointed administrât»^ of the
estate of
Lh.aS.U*ih) hukv, late of Paris.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, an t *tv» n
bonds a* the law directs. All per»··:!* h»*t'iK
demand· against the eatate of aald <le· eaM an
desired to present the same for settlement, at
all ludebte»! thereto arc requested to make p·»

Immediately.
Sept. 1Mb, lt*14.

ment

HAROLD Τ. IIHU.i.-

39 41

NOTICE.
The subscriber herebv (fives notice that In
has leen dulv appointed executor of the last
111 anil testament of

People Like Pie

Especially when the crust
is the crisp, flaky, tender
kind that William Tell

LYDIA M. FESSKNDF.N, late of Denmark,
County of Oxfonl, decease»l. All|»er- «
having demands against the estate of sai l·
Geared are desired to present the Mme t<
settlement, anil all Indebted thereto are request
ed to make payment Immediately.
EDWIN P. FESSENDKV
9941
September 1Mb, 1914.
In the

makes—the digestible, wholecrust that brings everyoue back for a second piece.

some

REDUCED

They like WiUkm Tell cake
just as well, aud William Tell

bread, biscuits and muffius.
The reason? Ohio Red Winter
Wheat and a special process of
milling obtainable only in
(27)

William Tell
Flour

Why Go to

the

City

FOB SPECTACLES AND
EYE GLASSES Ρ

I will examine your eye<
and guarantee a perfect fit foi
Cypriote less money.

nominal cost, the conservative
prefers the old method. He says that
the animals will not. eat machine chaff
ed straw, ami straw they must eat. fot
there is no hay in CjQprue.—Wide World

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby pire» notice «h*:
administrator of r
ha* been duly
estât»· of
KDWIS W. KMUHT, late of »w. ten.
In the County of Oxford, decea*»I, sol ► '.·
bond· m the law 'lireotii. AU persom
lemand* awalnst the estate of i»a! 1 liv es·
are desired to present the un;·' (or Mtl
meet, and all Indebted thereto an·
mak»· » avment Immediate.y.
Sept» inter 1Mb, 1914.
EDWARD C. W A I. Κ Kit
3» 41

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby (fives notice tli.it he In
bees duly appointed administrator of ;

If an Ant Wore as Big ae a Man.
An ant can carry a grain of corn
ten times the weight of Its body, while
a man or hoiMe can carry loails only
It
about equal tx> Its bodily weight
Is not a fact, however, that the ant is
greatly superior in strength, if an ant
should grow to twice Its original size,
still retaining its geometrical and his-

oped

ALM<>n J SMAKT

■

the regulations.—Nation.

tological stwicture. Its volume, and accordingly the weight of its body, would
Although the mus
Increase eiglttfold
cles grow to twice their ortgL'ial ill
mensious. the increase lu length does
not Increase the strength, which is
proportional to their cross suction, mid
the ant would only be fi*ir times as
etroug us before. As it now carries
but Ave times its weight, however, it
It
is relatively only Irnlf ns strong

Immediately.

September 15th, 1914.

S. RICHARDS
South Baris

—

το

FAHl·)

—

NEW YORK.
Maine Ntennifthlp Line

Steamship* North Star and North Land leave
Franklin W barf, Portland, Tuesdays, Thursday·
and Saturday# alb.i>0 p. iu.

Boston and Portlaud Line

Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, week dav»
at Τ.00 p. m.
RETURNING—leave Ifost.in week
■lay» at 7.00 p. m. Meamihlp· Hay Stale and
Ransom II. Fuller.
Fare lietween Portland and Boston, ♦'..■s1·
Stateroom*, 11.00, φΐ.00.

International Line
Steamaldp- Calvin Auttln and Uovernor Cobb
leave Portland
Monday·, Wednesdays and
F riday· at ft.OU p. tn. for Easiixm, Lubec, Maine,
and St. John, N. It. KETURNINU—leave I'ort
Ian for Ro»ton Tueaday·, Thursday· and Sal
unlays at 7.00 a. m.

Portland and Hock land Line
Steamer Monhegan leaves Portland Tueiday·,

Thursday

·

and

Satunlays at 7.00 a.

bay Harbor. New Harbor,

Round

m.

for Booth

Pond. Friend

ship, Port Civile, Tenant's Harbor and Rockland.
Wed
RETURN INU —leave· Rockland Monday·.
neiulaysand Fridays atft:IS a. m., touching *(
landing·. Due tn Portland 1.00 p. m

above

Portland and

Boothbajr Line

Steamer Mlneola leave· Portland Monday·.
and
Wednesday· and Frldav· at 8 00. a. m Itootb
Uoothbay Harbor at 11 JO a. m. for Ea«t
RETUUNINt»bay and Intermediate
leave* East Uoothbay Tuesdays, Thursday· and
Saturdays at 7.00 a. m., anil Uoothbay Harbor
at «Λ0 a. m.

landing·.

H. A. OLAT, Mupi., FnuaklU Wfeart, PertlaaA

